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ABSTRACT 

In the design of large-scale systems the problem is often too 

large to be approached by a single group. Then the system design problem 

must be resolved into component subproblems with different groups 

assigned to work on each subproblem. A. Wayne Wymore's "Tricotyledon 

Theory of Systems Design" (T3SD) provides a general system theoretic 

framework for the statement of large-scale system design problems. In 

this paper some results are developed for the extension of T3SD to the 

problem of the resolution of system design problems into system component 

design problems. 

Initially resolutions with respect to I/O specifications and 

technologies are defined and examined. Following this, resolutions with 

respect to merit orderings in which the merit orderings on the component 

problems have a specified relation with the merit orderings on the orig

inal problem are discussed. 

Ideal, strong and perfect resolutions with respect to merit 

orderings are defined and relationships among these types of resolutions 

are discussed. It is shown that trivial strong and ideal resolutions 

can always be developed from simple resolutions. Perfect resolutions are 

always ideal resolutions and ideal resolutions are always strong resolu

tions. Finally it is shown that given a class of simple resolutions 

there always exists a maximal ideal resolution for that class. 

vii 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The principal objective of this paper is to examine an extension 

of the Tricotyledon Theory of Systems Design (T3SD) (Wymore, 1977) to 

the problem of resolving large-scale system design problems into compo

nent subproblems. The motivation for this study arose from an attempt 

to apply T3SD to the design of ballistic missile defense systems. 

Traditionally the design of a ballistic missile defense system has been 

assigned to three different engineering groups: the radar group, the 

interceptor group and the data processing group. The performance indices 

for the radar and missile groups such as time between firing interceptor 

and interceptor arriving at target or maximum distance at which radar can 

distinguish a target can be directly related to the performance indices 

of the overall problem. However, the performance indices for the data 

processing group such as memory size or operations per second are not 

easily related to those of the design of the ballistic missile defense 

system. As a result of this, the radar group and the interceptor group 

determine the solutions of their subproblems and the data processing 

group then has to design a data processing system which provides the com

munication and control for the radar and interceptor systems. Often this 

requires computer systems far beyond the present state of the art. It 

would thus be helpful to have a formal methodology for resolving large-

1 
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scale system design problems into component subproblems so that the 

subproblems encountered by the various groups are not intractable. This 

paper is an attempt to establish a mathematical basis for such a method

ology. This research was supported in part by U. S. Army Contract No. 

DASG60-79-0102. 

Overview of Presentation 

The main portion of this introductory chapter is an informal 

discussion of T3SD and its extension for resolution of large-scale system 

design problems into system component design subproblems. Chapter 2 

contains the set and function theoretic foundations used in the develop

ment of the theory. In Chapter 3, the system theoretic foundations 

specific to T3SD are introduced. Here are given formal definitions for 

the concepts of system, systems coupling and system simulation. Chapter 4 

is a survey of the major concepts of T3SD including I/O specifications, 

technology, implement ability, orderings over I/O, technology and feasi

bility cotyledons, system test plans and finally system design problems. 

Chapter 5 contains the material necessary to introduce fully the concept 

of a simple resolution of a system design problem. Also some lemmas are 

presented in Chapter 5 establishing the relationships among the concepts. 

Finally, two theorems are proven which demonstrate hOI" certain types of 

simple resolutions can be obtained from other simple resolutions. In 

Chapter 6 resolutions with respect to merit orderings are introduced and 

three specific types are discussed: ideal resolutions, strong resolu

tions and perfect resolutions. It is shown that perfect resolutions are 



always ideal resolutions and that ideal resolutions are strong resolu

tions. A class of perfect resolutions for merit orderings and a class 
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of ideal resolutions for merit orderings are defined. Finally, a theorem 

is presented demonstrating that there always exists a maximal ideal reso

lution with respect to a specified class of simple resolutions. Chapter 7 

contains conclusions and suggestions for further study. 

Survey of the Tricotyledon Theory of Systems Design 

T3SD has been developed with the aim of establishing a general 

theory of systems design to be used in the design of large-scale systems 

involving the interaction of many different disciplines. It places first 

importance on a proper statement of the system design problem. A system 

design problem P is a 6-tuple denoted P = eX,T,a,S,y,V) where: X is an 

I/O specification; T is a technology; a, Sand yare merit orderings; and 

V is a system test plan. 

The I/O specification is a statement developed in cooperation 

with the client establishing functional requirements on the system to 

be designed. Associated with an I/O specification X is an I/O cotyledon 

C (X) which consists of the set of systems that satisfy the I/O specifi

cation. A technology T is the set of resources available to be used in 

constructing the system. The set of all systems which can be constructed 

using the technology T is called the technology cotyledon, denoted C(T). 

A third cotyledon called the feasibility cotyledon C(X,T) consists of all 

those systems that both satisfy the I/O specification X and can be imple

mented in the technology T. 
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The merit orderings a, 8 and y rank how good a system is in 

comparison with other systems. The I/O merit ordering a is defined over 

all pairs of systems in the I/O cotyledon and measures how well a system 

performs the functional requirements. The technology merit ordering 8 

is defined over all pairs of systems in the technology and is a reflec-

tion of efficiency of use of technological resources. The feasibility 

merit ordering y is defined over all pairs of systems in the feasibility 

cotyledon and is a tradeoff between the merit orderings a and 8; that is, 

if system A is preferred to system B with respect to both the orderings 

a and 8 then A must also be preferred to B with respect to y. Thus the 

merit ordering y will encompass information both on how well the system 

performs and how efficiently it uses the resources available. 

The system test plan V represents a statement by the client as 

to how the system that is actually designed and constructed by the engi-

neering team is to be tested and what will be acceptable levels of 

performance on the tests. The system test plan must be determined prior 

to actual work of the engineering team on the system design problem. 

Extension of the Tricotyledon Theory of 
Systems Design to Resolution of 

System Design Problems 

that is so large that it must be broken up into subproblems to be worked 

on separately by N different engineering teams. This means that N sub-

i 
problems P 

iii iii . ex ,T ,a ,8 ,y ,V ) have to be determIned for i = 1,2, ... N. 

In addition to these N subproblems we must also determine an I/O coupling 
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recipe which specifies connections among the I/O specifications. The 

reason for this is that when each of the engineering teams determines a 

system Zi that is a solution to problem pi, the systems must be connected 

to produce a solution to the original problem po. This connection is 

done in accordance with a system coupling recipe K and K will be deter-

mined by an I/O coupling recipe J. The I/O coupling recipe J will consist 

1 N 
of a set of I/O specifications Y = (X , ... ,X ) and a connecti vi ty function 

j describing the connections, and J will determine a system coupling recipe 

K where K consists of a set of systems Z and a system connecti vi ty function 1< .• 

A system Z is in the set of next higher level feasible solutions 

(HFS) if it is the resultant obtained by connecting an N-tuple of systems 

1 2 N (Z ,Z , ... ,Z ) according to the specified system coupling recipe where each 

system Zi belongs to the feasibility cotyledon C(Xi ,ri) for i = 1,2, .•. ,N. 

A simple resolution of a system design problem into a set of component sub-

problems is defined and it is noted that if a simple resolution of po has 

been obtained then the set of next higher level feasible solutions is 

contained in C(XO,rO), i.e. each system in HFS is a solution to the orig-

inal system design problem. 

If a simple resolution of po has been obtained then interconnect-

ing systems that are solutions to the subproblems will result in a solu-

tion to the original problem po but how good the solutions are still needs 

to be determined. In order to ensure that interconnecting systems that 

rank high with respect to the orderings in the subproblems will lead to a 

system that ranks high with respect to the ordering in the original 
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problem, it is necessary to establish a relationship between the ordering 

yO and the orderings yi of the subproblems pi. 

Ideal resolutions \vith respect to merit orderings are simple 

i resolutions in which the product ordering generated by the orderings y 

for the subproblems pi does not provide any information contradictory to 

the ordering yO for the original problem. Strong resolutions with respect 

to merit orderings are simple resolutions in which the interconnection of 

systems which are optimal with respect to the orderings for their respec-

tive subproblems results in a system which is optimal for the problem po. 

Perfect resolutions with respect to merit orderings are simple resolutions 

in which the product ordering generated by the orderings yi for the sub-

i problems P matches ~he ordering yO for the original problem exactly for 

systems in HFS. 

Similarly to the relations among the merit orderings for the 

original problem and those of the subproblem there should be a relation 

among the test plan for the original problem and the test plans for the 

subproblems. However, the relationship has not been fully developed and 

is not central to the topics developed in this paper. 

Explanation of Notation 

The following labels are used to identify important points in the 

paper: Definition, Theorem, Lemma. Labels will be numbered consecutively 

within a chapter without regard to type of label. Thus, the lemma at 

5.24 will immediately precede the definition at 5.25 regardless of whether 

it is the first or the 15th lemma of the fifth chapter. Lemmas are 
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reserved to present results that have been previously established in 

T3SD; theorems will be used to denote original work. Proofs of theorems 

will be terminated with the symbol "0." 



CHAPTER 2 

SET AND FUNCTION THEORETIC FOUNDATIONS 

In this chapter those fundamental mathematical concepts and 

notation necessary for the development of the theory in the succeeding 

chapters are reviewed. Some of the material involves extension of well-

known concepts to a more abstract setting. 

Definition 2.01. Sets of Real Numbers: 

The set of all real numbers is denoted R. The set of all integers 

is denoted I. 

If We::: R, rER and sER, then: 

the set of all numbers in W less than r is denoted W C _00, r) ; 

the set of all numbers in W less than or equal to r is denoted \\' C _00, r] ; 

the set of all numbers in W greater than s is denoted WCs,oo); 

the set of all numbers in W greater than or equal to s is denoted \qs ,00) ; 

the open interval in W between rand s is denoted WCr,s) ; 

the left closed interval in W between rand s is denoted W[r,s); 

the right closed interval in W between rand s is denoted WCr,s]; 

the closed interval in W between rand s is denoted W[r,s] ; 

the set of all non-negative numbers in W is denoted w++ 

the set of all positive numbers in W is denoted W 
+ 

; 

the set of all non-positive numbers in W is denoted W-+, , 

8 
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the set of all negative numbers in W is denoted W-; 

and these sets are defined, respectively as follows: 

W (_00, r) {t: tEW; t < r}; 

w (_00, r] = {t: tEW; t < r}; 
-

\\'(s,oo) = {t: td~; s < t1; 

W[s,oo) {t: tEW; s < t}; -

W(r,s) n{W(r,oo), W(_oo,s)}; 

W[r,s) = n{W[r,oo), W (_00, s) } ; 

W(r,s] n{W(r,oo), W (_00, s]) ; 

W[r,s] = n{W[r,oo), W(-oo,s]}; 

++ 
W = W[O,oo); 

+ W = \\'(0,00); 

-+ \\' = W(_oo,O]; 

W- = W ( -00,0) • 

The set of all rational real numbers is denoted RA. 

Functions 

Definition 2.02. Functions: 

The set of all functions defined on the set C with values in the 

set 0 is denoted F(C,D) and is defined as follows: F(C,D) = {f: 

1. fC{ (a,b): aEC; bED}; 

2. if CEC, then there exists dED such that (c,d)Ef; 
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3. if (a,b)Ef and (C,d)Ef and a=c, then b=d}. 

The domain of definition of the function fEF(C,D) is denoted 6(f) 

and is defined as follows: 6(f) = C. 

The range of the function fEF(C,D) is denoted ref) and is defined 

as follows: ref) = {b; bEd; there exists aEC such that (a,b)Ef}. 

The value of the function fEF(C,D) at the point aEC is denoted 

f(a) and is defined as follows: f(a) = b where (a,b)Ef. 

Definition 2.03. ltol and Onto: 

The set of all functions defined on the set C with values in the 

set D that are ltol (or injective) is denoted F(C,ltol,D) and is defined 

as follows: F(C,ltol,D) = if: fEF(C,D); if (a,b)Ef and (c,d)Ef and b=d 

then a=c}. 

The set of all functions defined on the set C with values in the 

set D that are onto D (or surjective) is denoted F(C,onto,D) and is 

defined as follows: F(C,ontoD) = if: fEF(C,D); if bED, then there exists 

aEC such that (a,b)Ef . 

The set of all functions defined on the set C with values in the 

set D that are ltol and onto (or bijective) is denoted F(C,ltol,onto,D) 

and is defined as follows: F(C,ltol,ontoD)= n{F(C,ltol,D),F(C,ontoD)}. 

Definition 2.04. Restrictions: 

The restriction of the function fEF(C,D), defined over C with 

values in D, to the subset EC C is denoted res(f,E) and is defined as 

follows: res(f,E) = {(a,b): aEE; bED; (a,b)Ef}. 
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Definition 2.05. Composition of Functions: 

The composition of the functions fEF(C,D) and gEF(D,E) is denoted 

gof and is defined as follows: gof = {(c,e): CEC; eEE; there exists dED 

such that (C,d)Ef and (d,e)Eg). 

Definition 2.06. Equivalence of Sets: 

The set C is equivalent to the set D if and only if 

F(C,ltol,onto,D) ~ ¢. 

The set C is equivalent(f) to the set D if and only' if 

fEF(C,ltol,onto,D). 

Orderings 

Often we wish to compare different elements belonging to some set 

E to pick out which element is better or bigger or nicer in some sense 

than the others. To do this we have to impose an ordering on the set E 

which tells us how the elements of E are related to each other with 

respect to some desired property. The fo11O\ving definitions discuss the 

concept of an ordering and give examples of special types of orderings. 

Definition 2.07. Orderings: 

The set of orderings of the elements of the set E not empty is 

denoted G(E) and is defined as follows: G(E) = {u: 

1. 
2 uEF((E) , {O,l}); 

2. if aEE, then u(a,a) = 1; 

3. if {a,b,c}c:= E and u(a,b) = u(b,c) = 1, then u(a,c) = n. 
If uEe(E) and {a,b}C:::::E, then the fact that: 



• b is at least as good as a with respect to U is denoted a ~ b, 

or b ~ a, and is defined as follows: 
u 

u(a,b) = 1; 

u 
a ~ b if and only if 

u 
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• b is preferred to a with respect to U is denoted a < b, or b > a 
U U 

and is defined as follows: a < b if and only if u(a,b) = 1 and 
u 

u (b, a) = 0; 

• a and b are equivalent with respect to U is denoted a ; b, or 
u 

b ~ a and is defined as follows: u ' a ~ b if and only if 
u 

u(a,b) = u(b,a) = 1; 

• a and b are not comparable with respect to U is denoted a not b, 
u 

or b not a and is defined as follows: a not b if and only if 
u u 

u(a,b) = u(b,a) = O. 

Lemma 2.08. Inequality is not Symmetrical: 

2 If uc8(E) and (a,b)c(E) and a ~ b, then not b < a. 
U U 

Definition 2.09. Null and Equivalents Orderings: 

The null ordering of the elements of the set E is denoted no(E) 

and is defined as follows: 2 
no(E) = {((a,b),c): (a,b)E(E) ; cdO,I}; c=l 

if and only if a=b}. 

The equivalents ordering of the elements of the set E is denoted 

eo(E) and is defined as follows: 2 
eo(E) = {(Ca,b),l): (a,b)c(E) }. 

Definition 2.10. Orderings Determined by Functions: 

The ordering we8CE), for the set E not empty, is determined by f 

if and only if 

1. fEFCE,R); 
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2. W = {((a,b),c): (a,b)E(E)2; ce:{O,I}; c=l if and only if 

f(a) 2. feb)}. 

Definition 2.11. Threshold Orderings: 

The ordering wE8(E) for the set E not empty is a threshold order-

ing determined by f and T if 

1. fEF(E,R); 

2. TEr (f) ; 

3. W = {((a,b),c): (a,b)EE2; ce:{O,l}; c=l if and only if a=11 or 

feb) > T}, 

Definition 2.12. Upper Bounds, Optimality and Naximality: 

The element bEC is an upper bound of the subset DC= C with respect 

to the ordering uE0(C) if and only if, if aED, then a ~ b. 
U 

The element eSC is optimal with respect to uE0(C) if and only if 

c is an upper bound of C with respect to u. 

The element dEC is maximal with respect to uE0(C) if and only if, 

if aED, then either a < d or a not d. 
U U 

Lemma 2.13. Definition of an Ordering with a Specified Optimum: 

If E is a set not empty, e*EE and u={((a,b),c): (a,b)E(E)2; 

cE{O,l}; c=l if and only if a=b or b=e*}, then uE0(E) and e* is the 

unique optimum in E with respect to u. 

Definition 2.14. Linear Orderings: 

The set C is linearly ordered by uE0(C) if and only if, if 

{a,b}C= C, then either a < b or b < a. 
U U 
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The subset DC::: C is linearly ordered by UEG(C) if and only if D 

is linearly ordered by res(U,(D)2). 

Zorn's Lemma. Existence of Maximum Elements: 

If E is a set not empty and uEG(E) such that, if Dc::: E and 0 is 

linearly ordered by u, then there exists eEE such that e is an upper 

bound of D with respect to u, then there exists e*EE such that e* is 

maximal in E with respect to U. 

Definition 2.15. Product Orderings: 

The product ordering of the elements of the set E not empty 

determined by the orderings in the fini te subset A = {u l , ... ,un} c::: G(E), 

for some nEI[2,oo) is denoted ulx ... xun and is defined as follows: 

1 n U x ... xu 1 2 n 2} { ( (a, b), U (a, b) xu (a, b) x ... xu (a, b) ): (a, b) E (E) . 

The product ordering of the elements of the set E not empty 

determined by the orderings in the subset Ac::: G (E) is denoted 11A and is 

defined as follows: 11A = {((a,b),c): (a,b)E(E)2; cE{a,I}; c=a if there 

exists uEA such that u(a,b) = a, c=1 if u(a,b) = 1 for every uEA}. 

Definition 2.16. Tradeoff Orderings: 

The ordering uE0(E) for the set E not empty, is a tradeoff among 

2 
the orderings in the subset Ac:::G(E), if and only if, if (a,b)E(E) and 

~K b, then a ~ b. 

The ordering uEG(E) is a tradeoff extension of the ordering 

wEG(E) if and only if, if (a,b)E(E)2 and a < b, then a < b. 
W U 
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Lemma 2.17. Tradeoff Orderings with Specified Optima: 

If C, D and E are sets not empty; e*EE; fEF(E,C); c* = f(e*); 

gEF(E,D); c* = g(e*); gEF(E,D); d* = g(e*); 

T = {((c1,c2),i): (c 1
,C

2)E(C)2; iE{O,l}; i=l if and only if c1 

c2 = c*}; 

U = {((d1,d2),i): (d 1,d 2)E(D)2; iE{O,l}; i-I if and only if d1 

d
2 = d*}; 

T = 

U 

W = 

I? 1 2 122 {((e ,e-), T(f(e), fee ))): (e ,e )E(E) }; 

{ I 2 1 2 122 ((e ,e ), u(g(e ), gee ))): (e ,e )E(E) }; 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

122 e < e , or e 
-[xu 

TE0(C) and c* 

uE0(D) and d* 

TE:0(E) ; 

UE0(E); 

wE0(E); 

is 

is 

W is a tradeoff 

e*}; then: 

the unique optimum in 

the unique optimum in 

between T and u; 

C \vi th respect 

D with respect 

7. e* is the unique optimum in E with respect to w. 

Definition 2.18. Decision Sets of Orderings: 

2 d or 

2 e , or 

to T; 

to u; 

The decision set of the ordering wE0(E), for the set E not empty 
? 

is denoted DEC(w) and is defined as fo11O\."s: DEC(w) = {(a,b): (a,b)E(E)-; 

a < b}. 
w 
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Definition 2.19. Equivalence: 

The set of all elements of the set E equivalent to aEE with 

respect to uEe(E) is denoted a/u and is defined as follows: a/u 

= {b: bEE; b ; a}. 
U 

The set of all equivalence classes of the set E determined by 

uEe(E) is denoted E/u and is defined as follows: E/u {a/u: ad}. 

The orderi'ng uE0(E) is an equivalence relation over the elements 

of E if and only if, if (a,b)E(E)2, then u(a,b) = u(b,a). 

Lemma 2.20. Covering by Equivalence Classes: 

If uEe(E), where E is a set not empty, then E = U E/u. 

Vector Products and Cartesian Products 

The following definitions discuss vector products and a genera1-

ized form of Cartesian products. Cartesian products allow the concept of 

a vector product to be expanded to cover infinite index sets. 

Definition 2.21. Vector Products and Projections: 

1 n The vector product of the sets C , ... C , where nEI[2,ro), and for 

each id [1 ,n], Ci is a set not empty, is denoted Cl X ... X Cn and is 

defined as follows: cIX ... Xcn = {(al, ... ,an): aiECi for each iEl[l,n]}. 

h .. f Cl X X en I' th Ci d' T e proJectIon 0 ••• onto tle 1 or coor Inate, 

where in [1 ,n], is denoted TIi and is defined as follows: 

1 nil n 1 n} TIi {((a , ... ,a),a): (a , ... ,a )EC X ... XC . 

The proj ection of C1 X ... X en onto the vector subproduct deter-

mined by the set {i l , ... i m} of indices or the set C1 , ... Cim of sets, 
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where mEI[l,n] and {i l , ... ,im}C=I[l,n] is denoted n and is 
. 1 . m 
1 , ••• ,1 

1 n .1 ·m 
defined as follows: n. l .m = {((a , ..• ,a ), a1 

, ... ,a1 
): 

1 , ••• ,1 

1 nIX X n} (a , ... ,a )EC ... C . 

If Ci = C for each iEI[l,n], where C is a set not empty, then 

Cl X X Cn b d d (C)n. ... can e enote 

Definition 2.22. Cartesian Index Functions: 

A Cartesian index function is any function c. such that r(c.) is a 

set not empty of sets not empty. 

The Cartesian index function c. is singular if and only if 

c. = {(e,E)} for some set E not empty and some arbitrary symbol e. 

Definition 2.23. Cartesian Products and Projections: 

The Cartesian product generated by the Cartesian index function 

c. is denoted X c. and is defined as follOl';s: 

X c. = E if c. is singular, c. = {(e,E)} for some set E not empty; 

= {x: xEF(6(C.), U r(c.)); if iE6 (c.), then X(i)EC.(i)} if c. is not singular. 

The projection of Xc. onto its i, or c.(i), coordinate, \.;here 

iE6(C.) , is denoted n(i) and is defined as follows: 

n(i) = id(c.(i)) if c. is singular, c. = {(i,C.(i))}; 

= {(x,x(i)): XE X c.} if c. is not singular. 

The proj ection of Xc. onto its B, or c. (B), coordinates, where 

Bc=6(C.), is denoted nCB) and is defined as follows: 

nCB) = id(c.(i)) if c. is singular, c. = {(i,c(i))}; 

= {(x,res(x,B)): XEX c.} if c. is not singular and res(c.,B) is not singular; 



= {(x,x(i)): xXcJ if c.. is not singular and l'es(c.,B) is singular, 

l'es(c.,B) = {(i,c.(i))}. 

The Cartesian product of the sets in H, where H is a set llot 

empty of sets not empty, is denoted X H and is defined as follows: X H 

X id(H). 

Definition 2.24. Cartesian Structure: 
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The Cartesian structure of the set C not empty is denoted CS(C) 

and is defined as follows: 

CS(C) = c. is there exists a Cartesian index function c. not singular such 

that C = Xc.; 

= {(C,C)} otherwise. 

DefinitiDn 2.25. Increasing Functions: 

The function f is increasing if and only if there exists a 

Cartesian index function c. such that: 

1. U {c.(i): ie:L\(C.)}C::R; 

2. L\(f)c:: X c..; 

3. f(f)c:= R; 

4. if (a,b)e:(L\(f))2 and a(i) ~ b(i) for each ie:L\(c.) and there 

exists ie:L\(c.) such that a(i) < b(i), then f(a) < feb). 

The set of all increasing functions defined over the set M c:::X c. 

with values in R is denoted F(M,incl'easing,R). 

Lemma 2.26. Tradeoffs Among Orders Determined by Functions: 

If E and N are sets not empty, if we:F(N,8(E)) such that for each 

ne:N, wen) is determined by f(n)e:F(E,R), if ue:8(E) and u is determined by 
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gEF(E,R), if '(!'EF(M,increasing,R) where M = {x: XE X{(n,R): nEN}; there 

exists eEE such that for each nEN, x(n) = (f(n))(e)}, and if for each 

eEE, gee) = '(!'({(n,(f(n)) (e)): nEN}), then u is a tradeoff among the 

orderings in the set {wen): nEN}. 



CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM THEORETIC FOUNDATIONS 

In this chapter the general theory of systems based on the 

approach in T3SD (Wymore, 1977) is discussed. Only those elements of 

the theory necessary to the remainder of the paper will be covered. 

Systems Definitions 

The follO\"ing definitions describe requirements pI aced on the 

time scale under which the system operates and the set of possible input 

trajectories for the system. 

Definition 3.01. Admissible Time Scales: 

A set W is an admissible time scale if and only if: 

1. WC:::R; 

2. OEW; 
? 

3. if (S,t)E(W)-, then S+tEW; 

4. if 
+ 2 

(S,t)E(W) , and s > t, then s-tEIV; 

5. if 
- ? 

(s,t)E(W)-, and s < t, then s-tEW. 

The admissible time scale generated by the subset N c::: R is 

denoted GTS(N) and is defined as follows: GTS(N) 

= n {W: IV is an admissible time scale; W :='IN}. 

20 
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Definition 3.02. Translation of Functions: 

The translation of the function fe:F(\\',C) determined by the point 

re:W, where W is an admissible time scale and C is a set not empty, is 

denoted f + r and is defined as follows: f + r = {(t,f(r+t)): tE\\'}. 

A set JC F(W,C) is closed under translation if and only if, if 

fe:J and rEW, then f + re:J. 

Definition 3.03. Concatenation of Functions: 

The concatenation of the functions fEF(W,C) and ge:F(\\',C) at the 

point rEW, where I\' is an admissible time scale and C is a set not empty, 

is denoted cat(f,r,g) and is defined as follows: cat(f,r,g) 

{(t,c): tEl\'; ce:C; c 

f(t) if r > 0 and t < r; 

= g(t-r) if r > 0 and t ~ r; 

= f(t-r) if r < 0 and t < r; 

get) if r < 0 and t > r. 

A subset JC F(W,C) is closed under concatenation if and only if, 

if (f,g)e:(J)2 and re:W, then cat(f,r,g)EJ. 

Definition 3.04. Admissible Sets of Input Trajectories: 

A set J is an admissible set of input trajectories with the admis

sible time scale Wand values in the set C not empty if and only if: 

1. JC F(W,C); 

2. J"/:¢; 

3. J is closed under translation; 

4. J is closed under concatenation. 



The set of all admissible sets of input trajectories with the 

admissible time scale Wand values in the set C not empty is denoted 

AS(W,C). 
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The admissible set of input trajectories, with the admissible 

time scale IV and values in the set C not empty, generated by the subset 

LC::: F(W,C) is denoted GIT(L) and is defined as follows: GIT(L) 

= n {J: JEAS(W,C); J:=>L}. 

Definition 3.05. Systems: 

A system is a 7-tuple denoted Z (S,T,P,F,z,Q,I;;) where: 

1. S is a set not empty; 

2. T is an admissible time scale; 

3. P is a set not empty; 

4. F is an admissible set of input trajectories with time scale T 

and values in P; 

5. zEF(FXSXT,S) such that: 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

if fEF and XES, then z(f,x,O) = X; 

if fEF, XES and (S,t)E(T-{0})2; then 

z(f -+ s,z(f,x,s),t) = z(f,x,s+t); 

(5.3) if tET(O,oo), {f,g}cF such that res(f,T[O,t)) 

= res(g,T[O,t)) and XES, then z(f,x,t) = z(g,x,t); 

(5.4) if tET(-oo,O), {f,g}c:::F such that resCf,T[t,O)) 

= res(g,T[t,O)) and XES, then z(f,x,t) = z(g,x,t); 

6. Q is a set not empty; 

7. 1;;EF(S,Q). 
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The mathematical constructs represented by the symbols 

S,T,P,F,z,Q and t are called artifacts associated with the system Z. 

The following are formal interpretations of artifacts associated \~ith 

the system Z: 

• S 
is ca 11 ed the set of states of the system z· , 

• T 
is called the time scale of the system Z; 

• P 
is called the set of inputs of the system Z· , 

• F 
is called the set of input trajectories of the system z· , 

• z is call ed the state transition function of the system z· , 

• Q 
is called the set of outputs of the system z· , 

• t 
is called the readout function of the system Z. 

The preceding definition of system is very general, encompassing 

both continuous time systems with state transition functions determined 

by differential equations and discrete time systems with state transition 

functions determined by difference equations. The following are interpre-

tations of the definition. 

• Conditions (2) and (4) place restrictions on the time scale of 

the system and on the set of input trajectories; 

• Condition (5.2) is called the Markov property and says that if 

the system is started in state x and the input trajectory f is 

applied up to time s+t, the resulting state is the same as the 

state achieved by starting the system in state x, applying the 

input trajectory f up to time s to get the state z(f,x,s), then 

shifting the time scale by s and applying the input trajectory 

f -r S up to time t to the system starting in state z(f,x,s); 
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• Conditions (5.3) and (5.4) are causality conditions which say 

that if two input trajectories agree over the time period for 

which they are applied to the system starting in the same state, 

then the resultant state should be the same; 

• Condition (7) makes the output a function of the state alone and 

not a function of time value or input value. 

To define Cartesian products of system artifacts it is sometimes 

necessary to distinguish between the name of the artifact and the"mathe

matica1 construct that is the artifact itself. Thus, for example, if Z* 

is a system and it is necessary to distinguish between the name of the 

set of states of Z* and the set itself of states of Z*, then S* will be 

used for the name of the set of states of Z* and the symbol Z*(S) will be 

used to denote the set itself of states of the system Z*. 

Similar conventions will apply to symbols 0,S,.6,z,1 and 0 subse

quently to be introduced to denote exclusively concepts defined in terms 

of the artifacts associated with a system Z. 

Definition 3.06. State Trajectories and Output Trajectories: 

The state trajectory of the system Z determined by fEF and XES 

is denoted .6(f,x) and is defined as follows: .6(f,x) = {(t,z(f,x,t)): tET}. 

The output trajectory of the system Z determined by fEF and XES 

is denoted Z(f,x) and is defined as follows: z(f,x) = ~o.6(f,x). 

Definition 3.07. State Transformations: 

The state transformation of the system Z determined by fEF and 
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tET is denoted a(f,t) and is defined as follows: a(f,t) 

= {(x,z(f,x,t)): XES}. 

Systems Coupling 

The following definitions discuss coupling different systems 

together to produce a single resultant system. 

Definition 3.08. Input Ports apd Output Ports: 

The input port structure of the system Z is denoted r and is 

defined as follows: r = CS(P). 

The set M 1) is called the set of names of the input ports of 

the system z. 

If AE~(r), then rCA) is called the set of inputs of type A 

admissible to Z at the input port whose name is A. 

The output port structure of the system Z is denoted 0 and is 

defined as fo 11 o\..,s : 0 = CS(Q). 

The set 6(0) is called the set of names of the output ports of 

the system Z. 

If BE6(0), then O(B) is called the set of outputs of type B 

producible by Z at the output port whose name is B. 

Definition 3.09. System Coupling Recipes: 

A system coupling recipe is a pair denoted K = (Z,k) where: 

1. Z is a set not empty of systems such that if {Zl, Z2} c: Z, then: 

(1. 1) Tl = T2; 

(1.2) 6(11) n~(12) ¢; 

0.3) 6(01) nb.(02) = ¢; 
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2. k is a function defined over (Z)2 such that: 

(2.1) if (Zl,Z2)E(Z)2, then either k(Zl,Z2) = ¢ or k(Zl,Z2) is 

a 1tol function such that: 

(2.2) Mk(Zl ,Z2)) c:= MIl); 

(2 • 3) r (k (Z 
1 

,Z 
2

) ) c:= M 02) ; 

(2.4) if AE~(k(Zl,Z2)), then Il(A) = 02((k(Zl,Z2))(A)); 

1 2 3 furthermore, if Z EZ and {Z ,Z } c:= Z, then: 

¢; and 

(2.6) r(k(z2,Zl nnr (k(Z3,Zl)) ¢; and finally, 

(2.7) U{MI
l
)-U{Mk(Zl,Z2)): Z2EZ ZlEZ} t ¢' and 

(2.8) U {MO l
)- U {r(k(Z2 ,Zl)): Z2sZ ZlEZ} t ¢. 

The following are formal interpretations of artifacts associated 

with the system coupling recipe K. 

• Z is called the set of system components; 

• k is called the system connectivity function; 

• k(Zl,Z2), where (Zl,Z2)E(Z)2, is called the connectivity function 

between the system compdnents Zl and Z2; 

• ~(k(Zl,Z2)) is called the set of input ports of the system com-

1 . d b h 2 ponent Z occup1e y t e system component Z ; 

• r(k(zl,Z2)) is called the set of output ports of the system 

component Z2 occupied by the system component Zl. 

The set of unoccupied input ports of the system coupling recipe 

K is denoted UI(K) and is defined as follows: UI(K) 

= U {~(I 1 )_ U {~Ck(Zl ,Z2)): Z2c:Z}: Zlc:Z}. 
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The set of unoccupied output ports of the system coupling recipe 

K is denoted UD(K) and is defined as follows: UD(K) 

=U{MO l )-U{rCtz(z2,Zl)): Z2 sZ }: ZlsZ}. 

A system coupling .recipe describes hm.; output ports from a system 

in a set of systems are attached to the input ports of the other systems 

in the set. For a system coupling recipe to be meaningful, the systems 

in the set must have the same time scale, th~ names of the input ports 

of any system in the set must be different from the names of the input 

ports of any other system in the set, and the names of the output ports 

of any system in the set must be different from the names of the output 

ports of any other system in the set by Conditions (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3). 

In addition, Condition (2.4) requires that if an input port A 

is attached to an output port B, then the set of inputs admissible at A 

equals the set of outputs producible at B. Furthermore, Conditions (2.5) 

and (2.6) guarantee that any input port is attached to at most one output 

port and any output port is attached to at most one input port. Finally, 

Conditions (2.7) and (2.8) require that at least one input port and one 

output port remain unattached. 

The following definition gives a mathematical description of the 

conjunction of a set of systems. The physical interpretation is that a 

set of systems is taken and placed in a box with no connections between 

any input ports and output ports and the result is then considered as a 

system in its own right. This is an especially useful concept because 

the resultant system from an arbitrary system coupling recipe can be 
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obtained by first forming the conjunction of the corresponding set of 

systems and then attaching the appropriate input ports and output ports. 

Definition 3.10. The Conjunction of a Set of Systems: 

The conjunction of the systems in Z, where Z is a set not empty 

of systems such that if {zl ,Z2} c:: Z, then Tl = T2, MIl) n M12) = cp 

and ~(Ol) n ~(02) = cp, is denoted zZ and is defined as follows: 

Z Z Z Z Z Z Z = (5 ,T ,P ,F ,z ,Q ,~ ) where: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Z III S =X{(S ,Z (S)): Z d}; 

1 1 T for any Z e:Z; 

U {II: Zle:Z}; 

X IZ; 

{f:' fe:F(TZ,p Z); if Zle:Z, then n(MI 1))ofe:Fl }; 

{ . Zx Zx Z. z. ((f,x,t),y). (f,x,t)e:F S T, ye:S , 

y = {(Sl,zl(n(~(11))of,n(Sl)(x),t)): Zle:Z}}; 

7. OZ= U{Ol: zle:Z}; 

8. QZ = X OZ; 

9. r.
Z Z Z Z . 

{(x,q): xe:S; qe:Q ; q = {(B,r): Be:MO ); 

1 1 ,1 1 
r = n(B)(r. (n(S )(x))) If Be:~(O ) for some Z e:Z}}. 

"1 zL. 

Unfortunately, an arbitrary coupling recipe for a set of systems 

does not provide enough information to specify completely a resultant 

system. The following concept of a coupling function together with a 

system coupling recipe will uniquely specify a resultant system. 
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Definition 3.11. Coupling Functions: 

A coupling function for the system coupling recipe K is a func-

tion K such that: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4 • 

(nCUI(K)) oFZ) X SZ; 

= FZ. , 

if (f,x)e:CnCUI(K))oFZ)XS
Z and Ae:6(r z), then n(A)oK(f,x) 

n(A)of if Ae:UI(K); 

222 
n(B)oz (n(Mr ))oK(f,x),n(S )(x)) if A~UI(K) but 

Ae:~(k(Zl,Z2)) for some (Zl,Z2)e:(Z)2 where B (k(Zl,Z2))(A). 

The follo~.,ring defines the requirements for a system to be the 

resultant system determined by a system coupling recipe and a couplirig 

function. Note that the resultant is defined in terms of the artifacts 

of the conjunction of the set of systems coupled by the system coupling 

recipe. 

Definition 3.12. Resultants of System Coupling: 

A system Z* is the resultant(K) of the system coupling recipe K 

if and only -if: 

1. 

2. T* = TZ. , 

3. P* = n (UI(K)) (pZ); 

4. F* n(UI(K))OFZ ; 

5. K is a coupling function of K such that 

z * = {( ( f , x , t) ,y): (f , x , t) e: F * X s * X T*; ye: s * ; 

y = {(S',z'(n(~C1'))oK(f,x),TI(S')(x),t)): Z'e:Z}}; 
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6. Q* = TI(UO(K)) (QZ); 

7. ~* = TI(UO(K))o~Z. 

The fact that Z* is the resultant(K) of K is denoted Z* = RES(K,K). 

The set of systems that are resultants of the system coupling 

recipe K is denoted RES(K). 

The system coupling recipe K is hologenic if and only if 

RES(K) f- </>. 

+ 
Z . 

If Z+ERES(K) , then Z is said to be a set of system components of 

Definition 3.13. Regular System Coupling Recipes: 

1. 

2 • 

3. 

The system coupling recipe K is regular(K) if and only if: 

K is a coupling function of K such that: 

if (f,x)ETI(UI(K))OFZXS Z and 11,EF(TZ,pZ) such that for every 

AE~(TZ), TI(A) 011, 

(2.1) = TI(A) of if AEUI(K): 

(2.2) = TI(B)oz2(TI(~(I2))011"TI(S2)(x)) if A~UI(K) but 

AE~(k(Zl,Z2)) for some (Zl,Z2)£(Z)2, where 

1 2 
B = (k (Z , Z )) (A) ; 

then 11, = K(f,x); 

If t£TZ(O,oo),{f,g}C=TI(UI(K))oFZ, XES Z and res(f,TZ[O,t)) 

= res(g,TZ[O,t)), then res(K(f,x),TZ[O,t)) = reS(K(g,x),TZ[O,t)); 

4. if tETZC-oo,O),{f,g}c= TI(UI(K))OF Z, XES Z and res(f,TZ[t,O)) 

Z Z = res(g,T [t,O)), then res(K(f,x), T [t,O)) 

Z = res(K(g,x),T [t,O)). 
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Basically, a system coupling recipe is regular if there is 

exactly one system coupling function corresponding to the coupling recipe, 

that is the system coupling recipe provides enough information to deter

mine a unique resultant system. 

Consider a bank with two tellers and one line. Customers 1 ine up 

in a first come first served order and leave the line to go to the first 

available teller. Assume that there is an upper limit of thirty custom

ers in the line. Assume that if both tellers are free, the first person 

in line \\1ill go to teller 1 to be served rather than to teller 2. This 

will be modeled as a resultant system. It will be comprised of four 

component systems. There will be one component system for each of the 

two tellers. There will also be one system for the queue. Finally, the 

fourth component system will be the communication system that sends 

information back to the queue from the tellers to determine which teller 

is available, if any. 

Actually, this fourth system in the model is not strictly neces

sary as it could be assumed that information on teller status is sent 

back directly to the queue, e.g., if the tellers are directly visible 

from the queue, it seems to be a bit of over-zealousness to model the 

visual communication system. But here it is assumed there is some kind 

of electric device giving control information. 

Now let us look at the teller systems Zl and Z2. Assume that 

teller one works at a constant rate Al and teller two at a constant rate 

A2. The inputs to the teller systems will be customers and their service 

unHs of work required. Here the term service time is avoided as the 



actual service time will depend on the rate at which the teller works. 

The outputs from the tellers will be customers and information to the 

communication system. It is assumed that at most, one customer at a 

time will arrive at a teller. 
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Now let us see a mathematical model for Zl and Z2. For iE{1,2} 

Zi (Si,Ti,Pi,Fi,zi,Qi,~i) where 

Si {CUSTOMERS} x REALS [0,00) U ¢ U 

{TELLER GOES ON STRIKE} 

Here the state is ¢ if there is no customer at the teller. Otherwise the 

state represents a customer and his required units of service remaining. 

Teller goes on strike if customers are allowed to arrive while a customer 

is already in service 

Ti = 1[0, 5.5 x 60 x 60 x 10+6] 

indicating a 5-1/2 hour day where the scale is in microseconds. Thus the 

continuous time scale of the real system is rather closely approximated 

by a discrete time scale. 

Pi = {CUSTOMERS} x REALS[O,co)) U¢ 

Here the input is ¢ if no customers arrive. Otherwise, the input repre

sents a customer and his required units of service. Fi = F(Ti,Pi). All 

input trajectories defined over the time scale with values in the input 

set are admissible. 

zi is defined by a next state function vi. If fEFi, xESi and 

tETi, then 
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zi(f,x,o) = x 

zi(f,x,t) vi(zi(f,x,t-l),f(t-l)) 

where vi(TELLER GOES ON STRIKE,a) = TELLER GOES ON STRIKE for any aEPi. 

If too many people have already arrived, the teller is permanently dis

abled. 

vi(CP,CP) = cP 

Nobody \."as here and nobody carne implies nobody is here no\\'. 

vi(b,a) = TELLER GOES ON STRIKE for any 

bESi, bfO and aEPi, af cP 

Someone in service and someone arrives causes teller to go on strike. 

vi (¢, a) = a for any aEPi. If a customer arrives when no one is being 

served, the teller accepts him. 

If bESi, b (CUSTOMER, s) where s is the remaining service units 

required, then 

vi(b,¢) = (CUSTOMER, s-~i) if s-~i > 0 and Sf 0 

(CUSTOMER, 0) if s-~i < 0 and Sf 0 

= ¢ if s=O 

If you do not finish customer, subtract service rate from time remaining; 

if you finish with customer, set time remaining to zero; 

if customer was finished last time, send him out. 

Qi = ({CUSTOMERS U CP) X (¢ U REALS[O,oo)) 
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Output at one output port is either a customer or no customers 

leaving. Output at other output port is eithe~ no customer in service or 

remaining time of customer in service. 

~i(TELLER GOES ON STRIKE) (¢,¢) 

~i (¢) (¢ ,¢) 

~i(CUSTOMER, s) = C¢,s) if s > 0 

= (CUSTOMER, 0) if s=o 

Look at the communication system Z3. Inputs arrive from teller 

and teller 2. The state reflects which teller is free, if any. The 

output goes to the queue with information about which teller is free if 

any. A model is given by 

Z3 = (S3,T3,P3,F3,Q3,~3) where 

S3 = {0,1,2}. 

Indicating that either 0 teller are available, teller 1 is avail-

able (regardless of teller 2's status), or only teller 2 is available. 

+6 T3 = 1[0, 5.5 x 60 x 60 x 10 ] 

P3 = {REALS[O,oo) U ¢} X {REALS[O,oo) U¢}. 

One input from each teller indicating either free or time 

remaining. 

F3 = (T3,P3) 

z3 is defined in terms of a next state function v3 by if fsF3, 

xsS3 and tsT3, then 
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z3(f,x,o) = x 

z3(f,x,t) = v3(z3(f,x,t-l),f(t-1)) where for any asS3 

o if sl > 0 and s2 > 0 

i.e., if both servers have customers with positive service time remaining, 

then 0 are free 

v3(a,sl,s2) = 1 if sl = 0 or sl = ¢ for any s2EREALS[O,oo) U¢ 

If teller 1 is free, the state indicates that teller 1 is avai1-

able 

2 if sl > 0 and (s2 = 0 or s2 = ¢). 

If teller 1 is not free but teller 2 is free the state indicates 

teller 2 is available 

Q3 = {O,1,2} 

For asQ3 ~ is defined by ~(a) = a. 

Send information to queue indicating which ~eller, if any, is 

available. 

F4 = (T4, P4) 

z4 is defined in terms of a next state function v4 by 

z4(f,x,o) x 

z4(f,x,t) = v4(z4(f,x,t-l),f(t-1)) where 

v4 is difficult to explain mathematically. The idea is if a 

customer arrives, he joins the end of the line. If 1 or 2 comes from 
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the communication system, this is stored as a component of the state 

variable and then a customer is released and each customer shifts forward 

one position. 

Q4 = (({CUSTOMERS} x REALS[O,oo)) U </J)2 

A customer is either released to a teller or not for each teller. 

s4 is defined by if (s,a) is a state then 

t,:4(s,0) = (</J,</J). 

No teller is available so no customer is sent out. 

t,:4(O,l) (7T l (S),</J). 

If teller 1 is available, a customer if available is sent to teller 1. 

Now, the queue z4 is examined. It consists of customers and 

their service units required. Outputs are customers to tellers. Inputs 

are customers from outside the resultant system and information from the 

communication system on available tellers. 

A mathematical model is 

z4 (S4,T4,P4,F4,z4,Q4,t,:4) where 

S4 = {(({CUSTOMERS} X REALS[O,oo))U</J)30 X {0,1,2}: 

if7T.(s4) 
1 

</J then 7T. (s4) 
J 

</J for all j > i, 

j < 30} 

i.e., a state is a 30 tuple of customers and their service times such 

that all empty spots occur at the back of the line cross product with 

which teller is available. 
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T4 1[0, 5.5 x 60 x 60 x 10+6] 

P4 == (( CUSTOMERS x REALS[O,oo)) U<!» X {0,1,2}. 

The inputs come from arriving customers and information from the communi

cation system are to which teller is available. 

S4(s,2) == (<!>,TI
1 

(s)) 

If teller 1 is not available, but teller 2 is, a customer, if available, 

is sent to teller 2. 

Note that the component of the output will indicate which teller 

that a customer is to be sent to. TIms, component one indicates the 

first teller, component t\vO indicates the second teller. This is knO\l'ing 

which output port should be coupled to which teller. 

Now we need a coupling recipe to tell how to connect our systems 

for our resultant system to be obtained. Figure 1 gives a diagram of 

what we want. Then the coupling recipe is as follows 

K (Z,k) 

Z == {zl,i2,z3,z4} 

k(zl,zl) <!> 

k(zl,z2) <!> 

k(z2,zl) == <!> 

kCz2, z2) <!> 

kCz3,zl) {(l1z3,02z1) } 

kCz3,z3) == <!> 

kCz4,zl) == <!> 
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C 

01zl CUSTmlERS ..... 
CUSTmlERS ...... JII"" 

Iz1 Teller 1 J ~ zl 02z1 FREE OR NOT 
USTmlERS ..... Ilz4 01z4 I FREE 

..... Queue 
---... z4 

I2z4 02z4 il CUSTOr.1ERS~ CUSTOMERS .... ,.. 
01z2 ...,.. 

Iz2 Teller 2 
" z2 FREE OR NOT 

02z2 FREE 

WHICH TELLER IS FREE 

..... I2z3 ..... 
COMMUNICATION 

z3 Oz3 

--.... I2z3 ,.. 

Figure 1. Banking system. 



k(z4,z2) ¢ 

k(z4,z3) = (I2z4,Oz3) 

k(zl,z4) = {(Izl,01z4)} 

k(zl,z3) ¢ 

k(z2,z4) = {(Iz2,02z4)} 

k(z2,z3) ¢ 

k(z3,z3) { (I2z3,02z3)} 

k.(z3,z4) ¢ 

k (z4, z4) ¢ 

The unoccupied input ports for the resultant system will be Ilz4. The 
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unoccupied output ports for the resultant system will be Olzl and 01z2. 

From this, with a lot of effort we could mathematically determine 

the conjunction of the system zl,z2,z3,z4 and the resultant of these 

systems with this coupling recipe K. 

The following example illustrates determining a resultant system 

from a system coupling recipe. First two systems Zl and 22 are given. 

Then the system coupling recipe K will be defined. In order to determine 

the resultant system Z* it will first be necessary to determine the con-

. . zZ f h t Zl d Z2 JunctIon 0 t e sys ems an . 

Define the system Zl by Zl = (SZl, TZ1, PZ1, FZ1, zl, QZ1, ~Zl) 

where: 

SZl = R; 

TZI = 1[0,00); 

PZl = R 

FZl = F(TZ1, PZl); 
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(Thus the set of admissible input trajectories includes all functions 

defined over the time scale of Zl with values in the set of inputs of 

Z1.) 

zl is defined by if f£FZl and x£SZI and t£TZl-{O} then 

zl(f,x,O) = x 

zl(f,x,t) zl(f,x,t-l) + f(x-l); 

(Note that the present state of Zl is determined by adding the previous 

state of Zl to the previous input to Zl.) 

QZl = R 

~Zl is defined by if x£SZI then ~Zl(x) = x. 

Define the system Z2 by Z2 = (SZ2, TZ2, PZ2, FZ2, z2, QZ2, ~Z2) where 

TZ2 = 1[0,00); 

2 
PZ2 (R) ; 

z2 is defined by f = (fl ,f2)£FZ2 and x 

t£TZ2-{0}, then 

z2(f,x,O) x 

z2(f,x,t) = (f l (t-l)'TIl z2(f,x,t-l), f 2(t-l)); 

(The first component of the state of Z2 is determined by mUltiplying the 

first component of the previous state by the first component of the 

previous input. The second component of the state of Z2 is just the value 

of the second component of the previous input.) 

QZ2 = (R)2 
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~Z2 is defined by, if x = (x l ,x2)£SZ2, then ~Z2(x) = (x2'~)' 

(The readout function of Z2 has as its value a two-tuple the first 

component of which is the second component of the present state, and the 

second component of which is the square root of the first component of 

the present state. Thus there is no need to preserve an order relation-

ship between the components of the state and the components of the readout 

function.) 

In order to connect the systems Zl and Z2 in order to determine a 

resultant system, we first need to decide on what input ports will be 

connected to which output ports. This is done by the system coupling 

recipe K. Define K by K = (Z,k) where Z = {Zl,Z2} and k is defined by 

k(Zl,Zl) ¢; 

k(Zl,Z2) = {(IZl, 01Z2)}; 

k(Z2,Zl) ¢; 

k(Z2,Z2) ¢. 

Thus K connects the first output port of Z2 to the only input port of Zl 

as shown in Figure 2. 

~ I1Z2 01Z2 ~ Iz1 
~ ~ 

Z2 Zl OZI ~ 
~ 

~ I2Z2 02Z2 r 

~ 
~ 

Figure 2. System coupling. 
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Now before determining the resultant system Z*, it is necessary to deter-

mine the conjunction Z of Zl and Z2. This is just the system obtained by 

connecting Zl and Z2 using a null coupling recipe, i.e. one in which no 

connections are made between input ports and output ports. 

The conjunction of Z = {ZI,Z2} is 

Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 
Z = (5 ,T ,P ,F ,z ,Q ,s ) where: 

TZI; 

= IIO,oo); 

pZ = PZI X PZ2; 

(F Z will consist of all functions from the time scale of zZ to the inputs 

of zZ since FZi consists of all functions from the time scale of Zi to the 

inputs of Zi for idl,21.). 

FZ FeTZ , pZ) 

Z z is defined by if f 

Z z (f,x,O) = x 
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(Because no connections have been made the state transition function for 

Z 
Z corresponds to the state transition functions for Zl and Z2. For 

example if f = (fl'f2,f3)E:F Z and x = (X l ,X2,x3)E:S Z \"here f1 is considered 

to correspond to an input trajectory to Zl, (f2,f3) an input trajectory 

to Z2, xl a state of Zl, (x2,x3) a state of Z2, then the second 

component of the state of zZ corresponds to the first component of the 

state of Z2 and so should be determined by multiplying the previous state 

by the previous input.) 

QZ = QZl x QZ2; 

(The read-out function of zZ corresponds to the read-out functions of Zl 

and Z2. Thus it acts as an identity mapping on the component of the 

state of zZ corresponding to the state of Zl and switches the second and 

third components of the state of zZ taking the square root of the second 

component since these components correspond to the state of Z2.) 

Now zZ the conjunction of the systems Zl and Z2 has been deter-

mined. TIlis result will be used to determine the resultant system Z*. 
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Now the coupling function K is to be determined. This function 

will determine the input trajectories to all the input ports given the 

state of the resultant system and the input trajectories to the input 

ports that have not been connected by the coupling recipe, i.e. the 

input trajectories exterior to the resultant system. 

The coupling function K is given by if 

then 

K(f,x) = (gl,g2,g3) where for tE:l[O,oo) 

(Here gl will be the input to the first input port of ZZ, thus it will 

be determined by the output from the second output port of zZ when 

respectively since g2 and g03 correspond to input trajectories at unoccu-

pied input ports.) 

= x3 if t = 0; 

Finally the resultant Z* for the system coupling recipe K and 

the coupling function K is given by 
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Z* (S*,T*,P*,F*,z*,Q*,~*) where 

S* = SZ. , 

(R) 3; 

T* TZ, , 

1[0,(0); 

p* n(U1(K))(PZ); 

(R) 2; 

F* n(U1(K))oFZ; 

= F(T*, P*) ; 

(The set of admissible input trajectories of Z* is just the projection 

of the set of admissible input trajectories of zZ to the set of unoccu-

pied input ports.) 

(Now the state transition function for the resultant system given the 

input trajectory f = (fl ,f2) and the state x = (x l ,x2,x3) will be deter

mined by the state transition function for the conjunction Z with the 

input trajectory g = (gl,g2,g3) as determined by the coupling function K. 

The first component of Z* just acts like the first component of 

zZ with (gl,g2,g3) as an input trajectory which is just as Zl acts with 

gl as an input trajectory. But gl is ~2 delayed by one time unit. 

The second and third components of Z* just act like the second 

and third components of zZ with (gl,g2,g3) as an input trajectory which 

is just as Z2 acts with (g2,g3) as an input trajectory. But (g2,g3) is 



z* is defined by if x = (x l ,x2,x3)£S* and f = (f1,f2)£F* and 

t£T*-{O} then 

z*(f,x,O) = x 

z*(f,x,t) (zl('TT(IZ1)K(f,x),xl,t-l) + 'TT(IZ1)K(f,x)(t-l), 

Z fl (t-l) ''TT2 (z (K(f,x),x,t-l)),f2(t-l)); 

(zl(f2+-l,x l ,t-l) + f 2(t-2),fl (t-l)''TT2 
Z 

(z ((f2+-l,f2,f3),x,t-l)),f2 (t-l)); 

(zl(f2+-l,xl ,t-l) + f 2(t-2),f l (t-l)''TT1 

(z 2 ( (f 2+- 1 , f 3) , (x2 ' x3) , t-l) ) , f 2 (t -1) ) ; 

(Z1 (f2+-l,xl ,t-l) + f 2 (t-2),f
l 
(t-l)). 

Q* n(UO(K))(QZ); 

= (R) 2 
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(Now ~* is just the projection of ~Z to the unoccupied output ports, i.e. 

to the first and third output port.) 

~* is defined as, if x 

Thus the resultant system Z* has been determined. Note that Z* outputs 

the sum of the inputs to its second input port and the square root of 

the product of the inputs to its first input port. 

Simulation 

The following definitions attempt to capture the essence of what 

it means for one system to simulate another system. 
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Definition 3.14. Subsystems: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

The system Zl is a subsystem of the system Z2 if and only if: 

SIc::: S2; 

T1 c= T2; 

1 c::: p2 p ; 

F1 c::: {res (f, T1): fEF2}; 

if (f1 ,x, t)e::F 1 X Sl X T1, then there exists f2e::f2 such that 

2111122 res(f ,T ) = f and z (f ,x,t) = z (f ,x,t); 

Q1 c::: Q2; 

t;; 1 = re s (t;; 2 ,S 1) . 

Definition 3.15. System Homomorphisms: 

The system Z2 is an homomorphic(p,1l,8,;Q image of the system Zl 

if and only if: 

1 2 such that p (0) o· 1. PE (T ,onto,T ) , 

2. 1 ;2 such that: llE (F ,onto,F ) 

(2.1) if 1 1 fEF and sET , then ll(f ~ s) = II (f) ~ p (s) ; 

(2.2) if 1 2 1 (f,g)E(F) and rET, then 

ll(cat(f,r,g)) = cat(ll(f),p(r),ll(g)); 

3. 6E (Slonto,S2) such that if (f,x,t)EF1 XS l XTl , then 

6(zl(f,x,t)) = z2(1l(f),8(x),p(t)); 

4 • 
1 2 1 2 AE (Q ,onto,Q ) such that A°t;; = t;; 08. 

The following are formal interpretations of artifacts associated 

with an assertion of an homomorphic relationship: 
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• p is called the time scale homomorphism; 

• ~ is called the input trajectory homomorphism; 

• e is called the state homomorphism; 

• ~ is called the output homomorphism. 

Definition 3.16. System Isomorphisms: 

The system Z2 is isomorphic(p,~,e,~) to the system Zl if and 

only if: 

1. Z2 is an homomorphic(p,~,e,~) image of zl; 

2. each of the p,~,e and ~ is ltol. 

The following are formal interpretations of artifacts associated 

\"i th an assertion of an isomorphic relationship: 

• p 
is called the time scale isomorphism; 

· ~ is called the input trajectory isomorphism; 

• e is called the state isomorphism; 

· ~ is called the output isomorphism. 

Definition 3.17. System Simulations: 

The system Zl simulates(zls,p,~,e,~) the system Z2 if and only if: 

1. Zls is a subsystem of Zl; 

2. Z2 is an homomorphic(p,~,e,~) image of Zls. 

The system Zls is called the simulating subsystem. 

Essentially, the preceding definition says that a system Zl simu

lates a system Z2 if some part of Zl has the same properties as the 

2 system Z . 



CHAPTER 4 

THE TRICOTYLEDON THEORY OF SYSTEM DESIGN 

In this chapter the Tricotyledon Theory of Systems Design as set 

forth in W)~ore (1977) is described. Only those parts of the theory 

required for the rest of the paper are discussed. 

The culminating concept for this chapter is the system design 

problem. A system design problem is an agreement between the engineering 

team and its client. It describes the input/output properties that the 

client wishes the system to have, what physical or conceptual entities 

are available to construct the system, some measures of the client's 

value structure, and a statement of hO\." the system designed by the 

engineering team is to be tested and evaluated. 

The system design problem consists of several artifacts which 

will be discussed on the following pages. 

I/O Specifications 

The following set of definitions discusses the I/O specifications. 

The I/O specification represents the input/output properties that the 

client wishes the system designed by the engineering team to have. 

Definition 4.01. I/O Specifications: 

An input/output (I/O) specification is a 6-tuple denoted 

X = (V,X,G,Y,H,n) where: 
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1. V e:. Rand Oe:V; 

2. X is a set not empty; 

3. Ge:. F(V,X) and G ~ cjl; 

4. Y is a set not empty; 

5. He:. FeV, Y) and H ~ cjl; 

6. ne:F(G,PS(H)-{cjl}). 

The follm."ing are formal interpretations of artifocts associated 

with the I/O specification X. 

• V is called the time scale; 

• X 
is called the set of inputs; 

• G 
is called the set of input trajectories; 

• Y 
is called the set of outputs; 

• H 
is called the set of output trajectories; 

• n 
is called the matching function; 

• n (g) , where ge:G, is called the set of eligible output trajec-

tories producible from the input trajectory g. 

Definition 4.02. The I/O Specification Determined by a Set of Systems: 

The I/O specification determined by a set W not empty of systems, 

where, if {Zl ,Z2}e:. W, then pI = p2 and QI = Q2, is denoted X(W) and is 

defined as follm."s: X(W) = (V(W) , X(W), G(W), yeW), H(W), neW)) where: 

1. V (W) n {T: Ze:W}; 

2 •. X(W) = P for any Ze:W; 

3. G (W) n {{res (f, V (W)): fe:F): Ze:W}; 

4. YeW) = Q for any Ze:W; 
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5. H(W) = U {{res(z(f,x),V(W»: (f,X)EFXS; 

res(f,V(W»EG(W) : ZEW}; 

6. neW) = {(g,{h: hEH(W); there exists ZEW and (f,X)EFXS such that 

res(f,V(W» = g and res(z(f,x), yeW»~ = h}): gEG(W)}. 

Definition 4.03. Satisfaction of I/O Specifications: 

A system Z satisfies (y,U) the I/O specification X if and only if 

1 . yES; 

2 . U c= T n V and U t- ¢; 

3. P = X; 

4. {res(f,TnV): fEF}~{res(g,TnV): gEG}; 

5. Q = Y; 

6. if gEG and fEF such that res(f,U) = res(g,U), then there exists 

hEn (g) such that ~(z(f,y,t» = h(t) for every tEU. 

The following are formal interpretations of artifacts associated 

with an assertion that a system Z satisfies (y,U) an I/O specification X: 

y is called an initial state of Z for the sati~faction of X; 

U is called a time subscale of Z for the satisfaction of X. 

Definition 4.04. The I/O Cotyledon: 

The I/O cotyledon generated by the I/O specification X is denoted 

C(X) and is defined as follows: C(X) = {(Z,y,U): Z is a system; X is 

satisfied(y,U) by Z}. 

Basically the I/O Cotyledon represents all the systems that are 

acceptable in the sense of satisfying the I/O specification. 
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Technologies 

The following set of definitions discusses construction, from 

the technology given by the client, of a system that simulates the prop

erties of a desired system. 

Definition 4.05. Technologies: 

A technology is any set T not empty of systems. 

Definition 4.06. Buildability: 

A system Z is buildable(K,K) in the technology T if and only if: 

1. K is a system coupling recipe; 

2. Zc:=T; 

3. K is a coupling function for K; 

4. Z = res(K,K). 

Basically a system is buildable in a technology if systems in 

the technology can be coupled together with the resultant being the given 

system. 

Definition 4.07. The Technology Cotyledon: 

The technology cotyledon generated by the technology T is denoted 

C(T) and is defined as follows: C(T) = {(Z,K,K): Z is a system; Z is 

buildable(K,K) in T. 

The technology cotyledon consists of all systems that can be built 

using only the systems available in the technology. 
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Definition 4.08. Implementability: 

The system Z is implementable(Zr,K,K,Zs,P,lJ,e,;\) in the tech-

nology T if and only if: 

1. Zr is a system buildable(K,K) in T; 

2. Z is simulated(Zs,p,lJ,e,;\) by Zr. 

A system Z is implementable in the technology if we can build a 

system Zr in the technology such that Zr simulates Z. 

Feasibility Cotyledon 

Definition 4.09. The Feasibility Cotyledon: 

The feasibility cotyledon generated by the I/O specification X 

and the technology T is denoted C(X,T) and is defined as follows: C(X,T) 
r s r {(Z,y,U,Z ,K,K,Z ,p;lJ,e,;\): (Z,y,u)sC(X); (Z ,K,K)SC(T); 

Z is simulated(Zs,p,lJ,e,;\) by Zr}. 

The feasibility cotyledon is a sort of join of the I/O cotYledon 

and the technology cotyledon. It represents all systems that satisfy 

the I/O specification and can also be implemented in the technology. 

Thus, the feasibility cotyledon represents all solutions to the system 

design problem. 

Following is an example which illustrates the steps necessary to 

determine one element in the feasibility cotyledon C(X,T) for a given 

I/O specification X and a technology T. 

Storage material arrives in different quantities once a month and 

leaves after it has been in storage for 3 months. The client wants a 

system that will determine the total inventory (quantity x months) in 
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storage during 3-month periods, taking into account only inventory enter

ing during that 3-month period. The technology available consists of 

systems that can multiply and add scalars. Figure 3 gives an example of 

possible inputs and outputs to storage. Figure 4 illustrates total amount 

in storage. 

In consultation with the client the I/O specification K 

(V,X,G,Y,H,n) is arrived at where 

1. V 1[0,00) (Thus inputs will only occur at integer values of time.) 

2. X R[O,oo) 

3. G = F(V,X) (If fsG then f(t) represents the amount entering 

storage at time t.) 

4. Y = R[O,oo) 

5. H = F(V,Y) 

6. n = {(f,g):fsG, gsY; if tsV[3,00) then there is an rsV[t,oo) such 

that g(r) = total storage during (t-3,t] for material less 

than 3 months old}. 

After time t = 2 for each 3-month storage period there must be an output 

reflecting the storage during that period. The technology to be used is 

agreed upon as 

T = {Z: Z is a system that can multiply and add scalars} 

The problem is so large that the co~pany assigns two groups to 

work on it, an I/O (functional analysis) group and a technology group. 

The functional analysis (I/O) group is mathematically orientated 

and propose as one solution the system 



Input 
to 
Output 
from L-----~------~----~-L----~-L----_r~------------Time 
Storage 0 1 4 

Figure 3. Sample of storage inputs and outputs. 

f 

I 
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I 
o 1 2 3 4 5 

Total for Months (1-3) 

(2-4) 

(3-5) 

2·3 + 3'2 + 1'1 = 13 

3·3 + 1·2 + 1'1 

1'3 + 1·2 + 3'1 

Figure 4. Total amount in storage. 

12 

8 

Time 
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z = (S,T,P.F,z,Q,~) where 

1. S = {pew): pew) is a polynomial of, degree at most 3 with zero 

constant term and all other coefficients in R[O,oo)}. 

2. T 1[0,(0) 

3. P R[O,oo) 

4. F F(T,P) 

5. z£F(FXSXT,S) is defined in terms of a next state function v by 

if fEF, p(W)ES and tET then z(f,p(w),O) = p(w),~f,p(w),t) 

= v(z(f,p(w), t-l) ,f(t-l)), where if p(\")ES and aEP, then 

v(p(w),a) = {w[a+p(w)]}MOD w4 
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Thus the state will change by multiplying the present state by w, adding 

to this the input times (w) and taking this whole result modulo w
4

. 

6. 

7. 

Q = R[O,oo) 

d 
~EF(S,Q) 'is defined by if p(w)ESthen ~(p(w) = dwP(\")h,,=l 

The idea here is that the I/O group is using different powers of 

w as indicators of how long a quantity has been in storage. By using 

modular arithmetic items which entered storage more than three months ago 

dropped from consideration. Taking the derivative results in having the 

power of w as a multiplier to obtain time in storage times quantity in 

storage. 

The following illustrates how Z satisfies the I/O specification 

with initial state p(w)=O over T[3,oo), i.e. (Z,p,T[3,OO))EC(X). The 

inputs are as on the first page of this example. Thus we should eventu-

ally obtain outputs 13, 12, and 8. 
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Time Input State Output 

0 2 0 0 

1 3 2w 2 

2 1 2w2 + 3w 7 

3 1 2w3 + 3w2 
+ w 13 

3w3 2 
4 3 + w + w 12 

5 1 w 3 
+ 

2 
3w w + 8 

The technology group does not have machines whose states arc 

polynomials so they will have to try to find a system that simulates Z 

rather than just grab Z off the shelf. 

They define a system Zr by Z = (Sr,Tr,pr,FT,zT,QT,sT) where 

1. Sr = R3; 

1[0,(0); 

3. pr = R' , 

4. F
r FCTr, prJ ; 

5. If 
r fEF , (a l ,aZ,a3)ESr and tETr-{O}, then 

r is defined by a next state function r 
z v as; 

r z (f,(a l ,a2,a3),0) = (a l ,a
Z

,a3); 

r r r z (f,(a l ,a2,a3),t) = v (z (f,(al ,aZ,a3),t-l),f(t-l)); 

r r r where if (b l ,b
Z

,b3)ES and dEP then v ((b l ,b2,b
3
),d) 

3 
= (d,2b l 'Z-b2) 

6. QT = R 
3 

7. I a .. 
i=l 1 
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Now Zr accepts scalars as inputs. By the next state function v, 

it is seen that Zr changes state by shifting the components of its state 

and multiplying these. components by scalars. Also the output of Zr is 

the sum of its scalar state components. Thus Zr is essentially just 

multiplying and adding scalars. r r So Z ET. Also, (z ,~,K)EC(T) where 

K(f,x) = f, i.e. Zr is buildable in T using the null coupling recipe ¢ and 

the coupling function K. Note that K(f,x) = f since all input ports are 

unoccupied input ports .. 

r It remains to find a subsystem ZO of Z such that Z is a homo-

morphic image of Zoo 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Define ZO by ZO = 

SO R3 

FO = F(TO,pO) 

ZO res (zr ,SOXpO) 

QO R[O,oo) 

~o res(~r,SO). 

Thus ZO is really just Zr with restrictions to certain subsets. 

So, ZO is clearly a subsystem of Zr. 

Now define p,u,8,~ by 

1. for tETO , P (t) t 

2. for f£Fo , u(f) f 

(al ,a2,a3)£SO , e (a!' a2, a3) 
a2 2 a3 3 

3. for = aw + -w + -w 
2 3 

4. for bEQo, ~(b) = b. 



Nmv 

1. pE(TO,onto,T) and p(O) = 0 

2. uEF(FO,onto,F) and if fEFo and tETO, then 

u(f-+t) = f-+t = u(f)-+p(t) and if (.f,g)E(FO)2 and tETO, then 

u(cat(f,r,g)) = cat(u(f), p(r),u(g)) 

3. 8EF(SO ,onto,S). Let fEFo, (a l ,a2,a
3

)ESo. Then 

8(zO(f,(al ,a2,a3 ),0)) = 8(al ,a2,a3) and 

z(u(f),8(a l ,a2,a3),p(0)) = 8(a l ,a2,a3) since p(O) = o. 
r r 

= 8(v (z (f,(al ,a2,a
3
),0),f(0)) 

8(vr ((a1 ,a2 ,a3),f(0))) 

3 
8(f(0),2a1 '2 a2) 

2 1 3 
f(O)·w + alw + 2 a2w • 

a 2 2 a 3 3 
= z(f,a1w + T W + TW ,1) 
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a 2 2 a 3 3 
v(z(f,a1\\' + T W + T \v ,0) ,f(O)) 

4. 

a2 2 a3 3 
{w[f(O) + al\v + T W + TW]} 

MOD w4 

2 123 
f(O)w + a1 w + ~ a w . 

Similarly it can be shmvn by induction that for arbitrary tETO 

8(zO(f,(a l ,a2,a
3
),t) = z(u(f),8(a l ,a2,a3),p(t)) 

3 
If (a l ,a2,a3)ESO, then A(sO(a1,a2,a3)) = A(i~l ai ) 

3 
L: a., and 

i=l 1 
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Thus it has been shown that Z is a homomorphic image of ZO, i.e. that ZO 

can do effectively whatever Z can do. 

r . r Thus Z IS an implementation of Z, i.e. Z is in the technology 

and has a subsystem that can do whatever Z can do. Thus, 

(Z,0,T[3,oo),Zr,¢,K,Zo,P,u,e,A)sC(X,T), i.e. one element of the feasibility 

cotyledon has been determined. 

System Test Plans 

The next set of definitions discusses the system test plan. The 

system test plan describes how a system designed by the engineering team 

will be tested and evaluated. 

Definition 4.10. Testable System Representations: 

A system Zl is a testable system representation of a system Z2 

1 ' 2 
if and only if Z (a) = Z (a) for every as{S,T,P,F,W,~}. 

Definition 4.11. Testable Component Representations: 

1. . (12) f The system Z IS a testable component representatIon K ,K,e 0 

the system Z2 if and only if: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 . 

6. 

7 . 

Kl is a system coupling recipe; 

ZISRES(K l ); 

K2 is a system coupling recipe; 

Z2 sRES (K2) ; 

The set Zl is equivalent(e) to the set Z2; 

if zsZl, then, Z is a testable system representation of e(Z); 

if (Z', Z ") s (Z 1 ) 2, th en k 1 (Z' , Z ") 

= k2
(e(Z'),e(Z")). 
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Definition 4.12. Feasible Test Items: 

The set of feasible test items generated by the I/O specification 

X and the technology T is denoted FTI (X, T) and is defined as follO\~s: 

FTI(X,T) = {(v,Zreal,~eaZ,e): vEC(X,T); Zreal is a system; Zreal is a 

. real r testable component representatlon(K ,K,e) of Z 

Definition 4.13. Test Tolerance Orderings: 

A test tolerance (T/T) ordering for the I/O specification X, the 

technology T and the ordering YE8(C(X,T)) is an ordering oE8(C(X,T) such 

that: 

1. 0 is an equivalence relation among the elements of C(X,T); 

2. C(X(T)/o is a finite set; 

3. if DEC(X,T)/y, then there exists EEC(X,T)/o such that DC:: E. 

Definition 4.14. System Test Plans: 

A system test plan for the I/O specification X, the technology 

T and the ordering YE8(C(X,T)) is a pair denoted V = (o,d) where 

1. 0 is a test tolerance ordering for X, T and y; 

2. d is a function defined over FTI(X,T) such that if 

real .~eal r 
w = (v,Z ,K ,e)EFTI(X,T) and Z = TI4 (v) , then dew) 

= (i,j,k) where: 

(2.1) iEC(X,T)/o; 

. { r . d t d" f" Zrea l (2.2) JE Z -~s-an-a equa e-mo e~-o -

r . real} Z -~s not an adequate model of Z ; 

(2.3) kE{Zreal_is-acceptable,Zreal_is-not-acceptable}. 
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The follmving are formal interpretations of artifacts associated 

with a system test plan V= (o,d) and the value dew) = (i,j,k) of the 

function d. 

• ° is called the test tolerance ordering of V; 

• d 
is called the testing function of V; 

• i is called the tradeoff equivalence class of w determined by V; 

• j 
is called the blueprint checking result for w determined by V; 

e k is called the acceptability result of w. 

System Design Problem 

Finally, all our concepts are placed together to define a system 

design problem. 

Definition 4.15. Feasibility Extensions: 

The feasibility extension of the ordering aE8(C(X)) to C(X,T) is 

denoted a and is defined as follows: a 

1 2 1 212 2 
= {((v ,v ),a(TI l ,2,3(v ),TI l ,2,3(v ))): (v ,v )E(C(X,T)) }. 

The feasibility extension of the ordering SE8(C(T)) to C(X,T) is 

denoted S and is defined as follows: S 
1 2 1 212 2 

{((v ,v ),S(TI4 ,5,6(v ),TI4 ,5,6(v ))): (v ,v )E(C(X,T)) }. 

Definition 4.16. System Design Problems: 

A system design problem is a 6-tuple denoted P (X,T,a,S,y,V) 

where: 

1. X is an I/O specification; 

2. T is a technology; 

3. aE8 (C (X) ) ; 
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4. SE8(C(T)); 

5. YE8(C(X,T)) such that y is a tradeoff between a and 8; 

6. V is a system test plan for X, T and y. 

The follO\dng are formal interpretations of artifacts associated 

with the system design problem P: 

• a is called the I/O performance merit ordering; 

• S is called the technology utilization of resources (V/R) merit 

ordering; 

• y is called the feasibility tradeoff (T/D) merit ordering. 



CHAPTER 5 

SIMPLE RESOLUTIONS OF SYSTEM DESIGN PROBLEMS 

In this chapter simple resolutions of system design problems are 

discussed. Here it is attempted to resolve a system design problem po 

into a nonempty set of system design problems Q, emphasiiing the rela

tionships between the I/O specifications and the technologies for the 

system design problems in Q and the I/O specification and the technology 

for po. There is not necessarily any relation between the merit order

ings for the problems in Q and the merit orderings for po, or between 

the system test plan~ for the problems in Q and the system test plan 

for pO. 

The three main properties that a simple resolution of a system 

design problem should have are: 

1. there must be a procedure for coupling the solutions of the 

component problems; 

2. the result of this coupling must produce a system that is a 

solution to the original problem po; 

3. the feasibility cotyledon for the resolved problem should be 

relatively large. 
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Informal Overview of Simple Resolutions 
of System Design Problems 
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Recall from the previous chapter that a system design problem po 

XO is an I/O specification; 

TO is a technology; 

aO is an ordering over the I/O cotyledon; 

SO is an ordering over the technology cotyledon; 

yO is an ordering over the feasibility cotYledon; 

VO is a system test plan. 

In attempting to solve the problem pO it is decided to resolve pO 

I 2 N into N separate component subproblems P ,P , ... ,p and allocate each of 

the different subproblems to a separate engineering group. However, 

care must be taken so that solutions to the component subproblems can be 

linked together to produce a good solution to the original problem pO. 

i Each component subproblem P for iEI[I,N] will consist of an I/O specifi-

iii i i cation X , a technology T , the orderings a ,S and y , and the system 

i test plan V . 

Initially, simple resolutions of I/O specifications are defined. 

Basically a simple resolution of the I/O specification XO is a set of I/O 

specifications {X~iEI[I,N]} together with an I/O coupling recipe] for 

{Xi: iEI[I,N]} that have the property that C(RES(]))C= C(XO) so that a 

system that satisfies the resultant I/O specification formed from the 

I/O specifications Xi for iEI[I,N] and the coupling recipe ], also 

satisfies the original I/O specification XO. 
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Next, simple resolutions of system design problems are discussed. 

These just consist of system design problems that have a simple resolu

i tion of the I/O specification XO and technologies T for isI[l,N] for 

the component subprobl em such that Ti c= TO for i 1[1 ,N] which just ensures 

that no group can use something in the technology which was not allowed 

by the original technology TO. 

Now a solution to the original problem po is a member of the 

feasibility cotyledon C(XO,TO) as in Figure 5, and is thus of the form 

(ZO,yO,UO,zor,KO,KO,ZOS,pO,~O,8°,~O) where ZO is a system that satisfies 

the I/O specification Xc, Zor is a system that is buildable in the tech

nology TO and Zos is a subsystem of Zor. 

Since it is required to couple together systems that are solutions 

to the component subproblems, it is necessary to determine a system coup-

ling recipe. The definition of system coupling determined by I/O 

coupling provides a link between the I/O coupling recipe J and a system 

coupling recipe to couple systems in the I/d cotyledons of the component 

I/O specifications. 

Then the definition of the engineering I/O product (EIP) deter-

mines a usable subset of the cross product of the I/O cotyledons of the 

component system design problems. The definition of the next higher 

level I/O solution shows hO\I1 an element in C (XO) is determined from a 

member of the EIP. This is how elements of the cotyledons of the compo-

nent I/O specifications determine an element of the I/O cotyledon for the 

original I/O specification. Then it is demonstrated that the set of 

next higher level I/O solutions is a subset of C(XO). 
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C(X) C (T) 

c (X, T) -----1'-----+----

Figure 5. Feasibility cotyledon. 
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The definition of implementation coupling determined by I/O 

coupling shows how the system coupling recipe is determined for systems 

in the feasibility cotyledons of the component subproblems by the I/O 

coupling recipe J. This is pictured in Figure 6. 

Then the definition of the next higher level simulating subsystem 

identifies the simulating subsystem Zos for an element in the feasibility 

cotyledon for po from the subsystem Zis for iEI[l,N] in the feasibility 

cotyledons of the component subproblems. 

The engineering feasibility product (EFP) is a useable subset of 

the cross product of the feasibility cotyledons of the component subprob-

lems. 

Finally, the definition of the next higher level feasible solu

tion shows how an element in C(XO,T O
) is determined by an element in 

EFP, i. e. hO\v an element in the feasibi Ii ty cotyledon for the original 

problem po can be obtained from elements in the feasibility cotyledons 

of the component subproblems, as shown in Figure 7. Then a lemma is 

presented which establishes that the next higher level feasible solution 

is indeed an element of C(XO,TO). 

Thus the machinery established up to this point describes proper

ties required to obtain I/O specifications and technologies for the 

component subproblems in order to obtain a simple resolution of the 

original problem, and then hO\v to obtain an element of C(XO ,TO) given 

elements of the feasibility cotyledons of the component subproblems of 

a simple resolution. Then, the next higher level merit ordering exten

sions provide a method of inducing orderings on the set of next higher 
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----

..... .... ,.. ,... 
Zl Z2 Z3 ... ,.. 

Figure 6. Implementation coupling. 
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C (X, T) ----1----r--

oj--I---"'i---- HFS (0.., J) 

Figure 7. Next higher level feasible solution. 
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level feasible solutions from the orderings on the component subproblems. 

Two results are then proven which allow construction of new simple reso

lutions of system design problems from other simple resolutions by 

constructing two types of orderings on the component design problems. 

First the resolution of an I/O specification Xo into a set of I/O 

specifications is examined. 

Simple Resolutions of I/O Specifications 

In order to define simple resolutions of I/O specifications, it 

is necessary first to develop the concepts of I/O coupling recipes, the 

conjunction of a set of I/O specifications and resultants of I/O coupling 

which are similar to the corresponding concepts for systems. 

Definition 5.01. Input Ports and Output Ports of I/O Specifications: 

The input port structure of the I/O specification X is denoted 

~ and is defined as follows: ~ = CS(X). 

The set 6(~) is called the set of names of the input ports of X. 

If AE6(~), then ~(A) is called the set of inputs of type A speci

fied by X as admissible at the input port \vhose name is A. 

The output port structure of the I/O specification X is denoted 

a and is defined as follows: a = CS (Y) . 

The set 6(0) is called the set of names of the output ports of X. 

If BE6(o), then o(B) is called the set of outputs of type B 

specified by X as eligible at the output port whose name is B. 



Definition 5.02. I/O Coupling Recipes: 

1. 

2. 

An I/O coupling recipe is a pair denoted J = (Y,j) where: 

Y is a set not empty of I/O specifications such that if 

1 2 {X ,X }c::: Y, then: 

(1.1) VI = V2 . , 

(1. 2) II (il) n II (i 2
) = cp; 

(1. 3) 
1 2 

II (0 ) n II (0 ) = cp; 

j is a function defined 2 over (Y) such that: 

(2.1) if (X I ,X2)E(y)2, then either j(X I ,X
2

) cp or 

1 2) . f' h h j(X ,X IS a ltol unctIon suc t at 

(2.2) 1l(j(X
I

,X
2

))c::: Mil); 

(2.3). r(j(X
I

,X
2

))c::: M02); 

(2.4) if AEll(j(X
1

,X2)), then ileA) = 02((j(X I ,X
2
))(A)); 

123 
furthermore, if X EY and {X ,X } c::: y, then: 

(2.5) II (j (Xl ,X2)) n II (j (Xl ,X3
)) = cp; and 

(2.6) r(j(X2 ,Xl)) n rCj(X3 ,Xl)) = cp; and finally, 

(2.7) U {Mil) - U {ll (j (Xl ,X2)) : 
·2 1 

X EY}: X EY} t- cp; and 

(2.8) U {ll (0 1)- U {r Cj(X
2 
,Xl)): 2 I 

X EY}: X EY} t- cp. 

Definition 5.03. The Conjunction of a Set of I/O Specifications: 
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The conjunction of the I/O specifications in y, where Y is a set 

not empty of I/O specifications such that if {Xl ,X2} c::: y, then VI = V2, 

ll(i l ) nll(i2) = cp and ll(ol) nll(02) =cp, is denoted XY and is defined as 

. Y_ Y Y Y,Y Y Y folloWS. X - (V ,X ,G ,'l ,H,n) where: 

1. VY V' for any X'EY; 

2 
.Y . ,{. U {i': X 'EY} ; 



4. 

5 • 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Y Y {g: gsF(V ,X ); if X'sy, then n(6(i'))ogsG'}; 

U {o': X'sY}; 

X oY; 

H
y { Y Y } = h: hEF(V ,Y ); if X'sY, then TI(~(O'))OhEH' ; 

nY {(g,{h: hSHY; if X'sY, then 

n (6 (0 ' ) ) 0 hsn ' (n (6 (i' ) ) 0 g) }): gs G Y} . 

Definition 5.04. Resultants of I/O Coupling: 
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The resultant of the I/O coupling recipe J is denoted RES(J) and 

is defined as follows: RES(J) is a 6-tuple RES(J) = (V,X,G,Y,H,n) where: 

1. V VY• , 

2. X 7T(VI(J)) (X
Y); 

3. G 7TCUI(J))oG
Y; 

4. Y = 7T (VO(J)) (yY) ; 

5. H = 7T(VO(J))OHY; 

6. {(g,{h: 

(6.1) hsH; 

(6.2) there exists UC:::V such that U t ¢ and: 

(6.3) for each X'sYthere exist g'sG" and h'sn'(g') such that, 

if As6(i'), then res(n(A)og',U) 

(6.4) = res (7T(A)og,U) if AsVI(J) , 

(6.5) = res(7T(B)oh",U) if A~VI(J), but As6(j(X' ,X")) for some 

X"sY where B = (j (X' ,X") )(A); and if Bs6 (0'), then 

res (n (B) oh' ,U) 



(6.6) res(n(B)oh,U) if B£UO(J); 

(6.7) res (n(A)og",U) if B~UO(j), but BEf(j(X",X')) for some 

-1 
X"EY where A = (j (X" ,X')) (B)}): gEG}. 
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The I/O coupling recipe J is hologenic if and only if RES(J) is 

an I/O specification. 

If RES(J) is an I/O specification, then Y is said to be a set of 

I/O components of RES(J) . 

Theorem 5.05. Resultant Systems Satisfy Resultant I/O Specifications 
when the Coupling Recipe is Conjunctive: 

Let Y be a set not empty of I/O specifications such that if 

{Xl,X2}c=y then VI = V
2

,1I(i1)nll(i2) = ¢ and 1I(ol)nll(o2)=¢. Let Z be 

. 1 2. 1 2 
a set not empty of systems such that 1f {Z , Z J c:: Z then T = T. Let 

££F(Y,ltol,onto,Z) such that if X1EY, and Zl = £(Xl ) then Xl is satisfied 

lIZ Y 111 (y ,U) by Z. Then (Z ,y,U)EC(X ) where y = {(S ,y ): Z EZ}. 

Proof: 

Since each Xl£y is satisfied (yl,U) by Zl, then pI 

Ql = yl and so 

and 

X 01 
= Ql; 

= yl; 

XiI 

1 
= X and 



I I .1 d 01 1 so that ::: ~ an ::: 0 . 

and 

1 2 Then for each Z ,Z 

= <1>. 

Also by assumption T1 T2. Thus, zZ is well defined. Now 

1. 
Z 

YES . 
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2. Since each X\:Y is satisfied (y1, U) by Z 1 then U c::: TZ n VY since 

TZ ::: T1 and VY VI, and also U ~ ¢. 

3. pZ::: X IZ; 

::: X U{I 1: Zl EZ } by Definition 3.10, condition (4); 

::: X U{i1: X1EY} since II = i 1 for each X1EY; 

XiV by Definition 5.03, condition (2); 

X ~ 

4. Let gEG Y• Then 'for each X
1
EY, n(6(i

1))ogEG 1 by Definition 5.03, 

condition (4). 

such that 

by Definition 4.03, condition (4). 

Let f ::: {(t,x): tETZ, XEPZ; n(6(I
1)) (x) 1 1 f (t) for every Z EZ}. 



Z Then fEF by Definition 3.10, condition (5). 

NO\\' for each XIEY, M-i.1
) = MIl) and n(M-i.I))ores(g,TZnv Y) 

vY. , 

I In 1 . 1 = res(f ,T V) by choIce of f ; 

= res (n (.6. (11) ) 0 f, TZ n VZ) ; 

n(.6.(I 1))ores(f, TZn VY). 

Thus res(f,TZnVY) = res(g,TZnVY). 

Therefore {res(f,TZnVY): fEFZ} => {reS(g,TZnVY): gEG Y}. 

5. QZ = X OZ; 

= XU{OI: ZI EZ } by Definition 3.10, condition (8); 

= Xo Y by Definition 5.03, condition (5); 

6. Suppose gEGY and fEF Z such that res(f,U) = res(g,U). 

Then since each X1EY is satisfied (yl,U) by ZI there exists 

h1En1(n(.6.(-i.1))og) such that 

for every tEU by Definition 4.03, condition (6). 
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Let 

Y Y I h = {(t,q): tEV , qEY ,n(~(o ))(q) = 

for every XIEY}. 

Then hEHY by Definition 5.03, condition (7) and 

so hET/ (g) . 

Now for each XlEY and for each tEU 

condition (9); 

condition (6) since n(SI)(y) = yl; 

= n(~(ol))(h (t)) by definition of h. 

Thus sZ(ZZ(f,y,t))) = h(t) for each tEU where hEnY(g). 

Therefore (Z,y,U)EC(XY). 0 

Definition 5.06. Collectively Independent Input Ports: 
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The subset A of the set IP(Z) of input ports of the system Z is 

collectively independent if and only if, if (fl,f2)E(F)2 then there exists 

an fEF such that 

n(IP(Z)-A)of = n(IP(Z)-A)ofl 



and 

2 
n(A)of = n(A)of . 
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Theorem 5.07. Combinations of Input Functions are Input Functions: 

If Z is a system, {Ai: iEIll,nJ}<=PS(IP(Z)) such that Ai is 

collectively independent for iEI[l,n], {i,j}<= I[l,n] implies AinAj cp, 

{fi: iE1[l,n]}<= F and fEF then there exists an fOEF such that 

iii n(A )ofO = n(A )of for iEIIl,n] 

and 

i 
= n(IP(Z)- U {A : iEI[l,n]})of. 

Proof: 

True for n = 1, by definition of collective independence. Assume 

result is true for n k. 

Then there exists fkEF such that, 

i 0 (i) fi f . TIl k] n(A )ofk = n A 0 or JE , . 

and 

o k+l k+l Now fkEF and f EF and A is collectively independent implies there 

exists an fk+lEF such that 

and 

Now 

k+l) 0 
n(A Ofk+l 
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For ie:I[l,k]. 

n(Ai)Ofk+
l 

nCAi)ofk; 

nCAi)ofi by the induction assumption. 

Also 

i 
n(IP(Z)- U {A : ie:I[l,k+l]})ofk+

l 

CIP(Z)- U {Ai: ie:I[ 1, k+l]}) ofk since 

nCIP(Z)-U{A
i

: ie:I[1,k+1]}of since 

IP ( Z ) - U {A i: i e: I [ 1 , k + 1 ]} _ c:= IP ( Z) - U {A i: i e: I[ 1 , k]} . 

Thus fk+1 satisfies the required conditions. 

Theorem S.08. Cascade System Coupling Recipes are Ho1ogenic: 

If K is a system coupling recipe such that: 

1. K is cascade (v); 

2. Z is a finite set; 

3. if (ZI ,Z")e: (Z)2 then 

(3.1) ~(k(ZI,Z")) is-a set of collectively independent input 

ports of Z I; 

(3.2) if f"e:F" and X"e:Z" then there exists f l e:F 1 such that 

n(~(k(ZI ,Z"))of l = n(r(k(ZI ,Z")))oZ;"o,->"(f",x"), 

then K is hologenic. 
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Proof: 

I 2 n Relabel the systems in Z so that Z = {Z ,Z , ... ,Z } for some 

nSI[I,oo) and Zi < zj if and only if i < j. Consider the following system 
v 

of equations with unknown KCf,x) for (f,x)snCUI(K)oFZXSZ: for AsIP(ZZ), 

n(A)oK(f,x) = n(A)of, if AsUI(K); 

= n(B)°i;;'°.6'(n(IP(Z'))oK(f,x),n(Z')(x)), if 

A~UI(K) but (A,B)sk where BsOp(Z') for Z'sZ. 

NO\~ if ASIP(ZI) then AsVI(K) and so n(A)oK(f,x) = n(A)of so n(A)oK(f,x) 

is uniquely defined. 

Then n(IP(ZI))OK(f,x) = n(IP(ZI))of so that n(IP(ZI))oK(f,x)EF I . 

If ASIP(Zk) for some ksI[2,n] and n(IP(Z~))OK(f,x) is uniquely defined 

and n(IP(Z~))oK(f,x)sF~ for ~sI[I,k-l] then: 

if AsUI(K) then n(A)oK(f,x) = n(A)of so n(A)oK(f,x) is uniquely 

defined; 

1 . ~ if A~UI(K) then there exists an ~sIII,k-I] and BEOP(Z ) 

such that (A,B)sk and so 

n(A)oK(f,x) = n(B)oi;;~o.6~(n(IP(Z~))OK(f,x),n(z~)(x)), thus 

n(A)OK(f,x) is uniquely defined since 

n(IP(Z~))oK(f,x) is uniquely defined and n(IP(Z~))oK(f,x)sF~. 

NO\'J for ~sI[l,k-l], b.(k(Zk,Z~) is a set of collectively independent input 

ports of Zk and if {i,j}C::: I[l,k-l] then b.(k(Zk,Zi))nb.(k(Zk,zj)) = cpo 

Also for ~EI[I,k-l] there exists ~EFk such that n(b.(k(Zk,Z~))o~ 

= n(r(k(zk,Z~))oi;;~o.6~(n(IP(Z~))OK(f,x), n(Zi)(x)), by condition 

(3.2) since n(IP(Z~))oK(f,x)s~; 



k l = n(~(k(Z ,z ))oK(f,x). 

Also IP(Zk)nUI(K) = IP(Zk)_U{Mk(Zk,Zl)): lEIll,k-l]} 

k k and n(IP(Z ) n UI(K))oK(f,x) = n(IP(Z ) n UI(K))of; 

k n - - k Z = n(IP(Z) UI(K))of for some fEF since fEn(UI(K))oF • 

k Now by the previous corollary there exists an f*EF such that for 

lEI[l,k-l] 

n(~(k(Zk,Zl))o~ = n(~(k(Zk,Zl))of* and 

n(IP(Zk)- U {6(k(Zk,Zl)): lEl[l,k-l]})of 

= nCIP(Zk)- U {~(k(Zk,Zl)): lEI[l,k-l]})of*. 

But by the definition of ~ and f 

n(~(k(Zk,Zl))OK(f,x) = n(~(k(Zk,Zl))of* and 

n (IP (Z k) - U {~(k (Z k , Zl) ): lEl [ 1 , k -.1 ]} ) ° K ( f , x) 

= n(IP(Zk)_ U {~(Il(Zk"Zl)): lEl[l,k-l]})of*. 

Thus n(IP(Zk))OK(f,x) = 'n(Ip(Zk))of* so n(IP(Zk))oK(f,x)EFk . 
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Z Z Z Thus KEF((n(UI(K))oF )XS ,F ) and K is a coupling function for K. NOIv 

if lEF(TZ,pZ) such that for every AEIP(ZZ), n(A)ol = n(A)of, if AEUI(K); 

Then l = K(f,x) since K(f,x) was the unique solution to the above set of 

equations. 

Suppose tETZ(O,oo) , {f,g}c= n(UI(K))oF
Z

, XES Z and res(f,TZ[O,t)) 

= res(g,TZ[O,t)). Let AEIP(ZZ). 



If AEIP(Zl) then AEUI(f(J and so l'es(7T(A)oK(f,x), TZ[O,t)) 

= l'es(7T(A)of, TZ[O,t)) by definition of K; 

= l'es(7T(A)og, TZ[O,t)) since l'es(f,T Z[O,t)) = l'es(g,TZ[O,t)); 

= l'es(7T(A)0K(g,x) , TZ[O,t)). 

Now suppose l'es(7T(A)oK(f,x), TZ[O,t)) 

= l'es(7T(A)OK(g,X), TZ[O,t)) for all AEIP(Z.e.) for all 

.e.EI[l,k-l] for kEI[2,n] and AEIP(Zk). 

Then if AEUI(K) then 

l'es(7T(A)oK(f,x), TZ[O,t)) = l'es(7T(A)of, TZ[O,t)); 

= l'es(7T(A)og, TZ[O,t)); 

= l'es(7T(A)OK(g,X) , TZ[O,t)). 

If A~UI(K) then there exists an .e.EI[l,k-l] and a BEOP(Z.e.) such that 

(A,B)Ek. 

Then l'es(7T(A)OK(f,x) , TZ[O,t)) 

= l'es(7T(B)os.e.O~.e.(7T(IP(Z.e.))oK(f,x)'7T(Z.e.)(X)), TZ[O,t)); 

= l'es(7T(B)os.e.O~.e.(7T(IP(Z.e.))OK(g,X)'7T(Z.e.)(X)), TZ[O,t)). 

The above is true since l'es(7T(IP(Z.e.))OK(f,x) , TZ[O,t)) 

= l'es(7T(IP(l))OK(g,X)' TZ[O,t)) by the induction assumption 

which then implies 

l'es(~.e.(7T(IP(Z.e.))OK(f,x),7T(Z.e.)(X)), TZ[O,t)) 
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= l'es~.e.(7T(IP(Z.e.))OK(g,X),7T(Z.e.)(X)), TZ[O,t)), by condition (5.3) 

in Definition 3.05 and by definition of ~.e.; 

= l'es(7T(A)OK(g,X) , TZ[O,t)). 

Thus for AEIP(Zk) , 

l'es(7T(A)oK(f,x), rZ[O,t)) = l'es(7T(A)OK(g,X) , TZ[O,t)). 



Thus res(K(f,x), TZ[O,t)) = res(K(g,X), TZ[O,t)). 

Similarly, it can be shO\vn that if tETZ(-oo,O),{f,g}C:::7T(UI(K))oF Z,XESZ 

and res(f,TZ[t,O)) 

= res(g,TZ[t,O)) then 

res(K(f,x), TZ[t,O)) = res(K(g,X), TZ[t,O)). 

Thus K is regular K and there exists a unique Z*ERES(K). 0 
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Theorem 5.09. Resultant Systems Satisfy Resultant I/O Speci fications 
When the Coupl ing Recipe is Cas'cade: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Let J be an I/O coupling recipe such that: 

1 2 n y = {X ,X , ... ,X } for·some nEI[l,oo); 

i k J is cascade (v) and X < X if and only if i < k; v 

if (X',XII)E(y)2, A' A: AE:IP(X'); there exists a BEOp(X") such 

that (A,B)EjL B' = {B: BEOP(X'); there exists an AEIP(X') such 

that (A,B)Ej}, then 

(3.1) A' is a set of collectively independent input ports of X'; 

(3.2) 7T (B") oH" c::: 7T (A ') oG' • 

Also let K be a system coupling recipe such that: 

{ I 2 n}. 4. Z = Z ,Z , ... ,Z , 

5. for each iE I [1, n] there exists a y\;si and U c::: Ti n Vi such that 

Zi satisfies (yi,U) the I/O specification Xi; 

6. for (X',XII)E(y)2, k(Z',Z") = j(X',X") where J = (Y,j) and 

K = (Z ,k) ; 

7. if (Z',ZII)E(Z)2 then 

(7.1) b.(k(Z' ,ZIt)) is a set of collectively independent input 

ports of Z'; 
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(7.2) if f"EF" and X"ES" then there exists an f'EF' such that 

7T (6( k. (Z' , Z") ) ) of' = 7T (r ( k. (Z' , Z") ) ° 1',; " ° ,6" (f" , x") . 

Then if X* denotes RES(J) and Z* denotes RES(K) there exists a y*ES* such 

that Z* satisfies (y*,U) the I/O specification X*. 

Proof: 

i i Define y* = {(Z ,y): iEI[I,n]}. 

I. Since Z* =RES(K) then S* = SZ. Also y*ES since yiESi for each 

iEI[I,n]. Thus y*ES*. 

2. UC::T' nV' by definition of U' , 

c:: TZ n vZ . Z Slnce T T' and vZ = V'; 

c:: T* n V* since T* TZ and V* = VZ. 

Also U f ¢ by assumption. 

3. 1* = pes(1 Z,UI(K)); 

pes(U{1': Z'EZ},UI(K)); 

pes(U{~': X'EY},UI(K)) since each ZiEZ satisfies Xi for 

iEI[I,n]; 

= pes(~Y,UI(J)) since UI(K) = UI(]) 

= ~*. 

4. Assume g*EG*. Then there exists a gEGY such that g* = 7T(UI(]))og. 

Then there exists a gE X {(X' ,G'): X'EY} such that if X'EY then 

7T(IP(X'))og = 7T(X')(g). 

So for each X'EY 

But 7T(X')(~)EG' so there exists a g'EG' such that 
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n(UI(]) n IP(X')) og* = n(UI(J) n IP(X')) og' . 

But since Z' satisfies (q',U) X' then there exists an f'EF' such 

that 

res(f',T'nV') = res(g',T'n V'). 
_ 7 

Then defining f = {(Z', f'): Z' EZ} there exists an fEF'- such that 

n(IP(Z'))of = n(Z')(f) for each Z'EZ. 

Also by definition of F* there exists an f*EF* such that 

f* = n(UI(K))of. 

Now for each X'EY 

res(n(UI(J) nIP(X'))og*, T*nV*) 

res(n(UI(J) nIP(X'))og, T*nV*); 

res (n (VI(J) n IP(X')) on (X') (g), T* n V*) ; 

res(n(UI(]) nIP(X'))og', T*nV*); 

= res(n(UI(K) nIP(Z'))of', T*nV*); 

= res(n(UI(K) nIP(Z'))on(Z')(f), T*nV*); 

= res(n(UI(K) nIP(Z'))of, T*nV*); 

= res(n(UI(K)nIP(Z'))of*, T*nV*). 

Thus res (g*, T* n V*) = res (f*, T* n V*) and so 

{res(f,T*nV*): fE:F*} =>{res(g,T*nV*): gEG*}. 

0* res(OZ,UO(K)); 

res( U {O': Z'EZ} ,UO(K)); 

res(U {o': X' V}, UO(J)) since each ZiEZ 

satisfies Xi for iEI[l,n] and since UD(K) = UD(J); 

= res (0 Y, UO (]) ) ; 

0*. 



6. Assume g£G* and fEF* such that 

resCf*,U) = res(g*, U). 

iii 
First it is shown that for each Z £Z there is a g £G such that 

i i 
res(n(IP(Z ))oK(f*,y*),U) = res(g ,U). 

For i = 1, n(IP(zl))on(,f*,y*) = n(IP(Zl))of*, si~ce IP(Zl)C::VI(K). 

Also IP(X1)c:: VI(j) so there exists gl£G
1 

such that n(Ip(x1))og* = gl. 

1 ' 
Then res(n(IP(Z ))oK(f*,y*),U) 

1 = res(n(IP(Z ))of*,U); 

= res(n(IP(X
1
))og*,U); 

1 
= res(g ,U). 

J!.. J!.. 
NolV suppose i = k and for each J!..£J[1,k-1] there is a g e:G such that 

J!.. J!.. 
res(n(IP(Z ))oK(f*,y*),U) = res(g ,U). 

kY J!.. f.' 
For l£I[1,k-1] if b.(j(X ,X-)) = ¢ then since g £G' such that 

res(IP(Zl))OK(f*,y*),U) 

l J!.. l J!.. 
= res(g ,U), then there is a h £n (g ) 

such that for all t£U, 

~' (Z' (n (IP (Zl) ) 0 K (f*, y*) , y l , t) = h J!.. (t) . 

NolV define l as follolV5; if IP(X
k

) n VI (X*) ~ ¢, then 

n (Ip (X~) n VI (X*) ) 0 l n (IP (i) n VI (X*) ) 0 g* . 

For J!..£J [1,k-1] if b.(j(Xk ,x!) ~ ¢, then 

n (IP(Xl ) n b. (j (Xk ,Xl))) 0 gk 

= n(IP(~) nb.(j(Xk,Xl)))ohl. 

Now n(IP(/) n VI(X*))og*£n(IP(i) n VI(X*))oGl and 

7T(IPCl) nb.(j(l,~)))ohf!..EnCIPCi) nb.Cjcl,xf))),oGJ!.. by assumption 3.2 
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k k k.P 
Thus Y ~G since for each l~I[l,k-l], ~(j(X ,X-)) is a set of collec-

k 
tively independent input ports of X . 

Also res(n(IP(i) n ~(j(Xk ,!-)) ol ,V) 

= res(n(IP(/) nMj(Xk,!-)))Ohl,V); 
k .kl l l l l 

= res(nCIP(Z )n~(j(Z,Z )))o~ 0(,6 (n(IP(Z ))oK(f*,y*),y ),V); 

= res (n (IP (Zk) n Mk (Zk, Zl))) OK (f* , y*) , V) , 

and res (nCIP(X
k

) n UI(J))ol,v) 

= res (n(IP(i) n UI(J))og*,V); 

= l?eS (n(IP(l) n UI(K)) of* ,V); 

= res(n(IP(Zk)nUI(K))oK(f*,y*),V). 

k Thus res (n(IP(Z ))oK(F*,y*),V) 
. k k 

= res(n(IP(X ))og ,V). 
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Thus for each zi cZ there is a gi~Gi such that res(n(IP(Zi))oK(f*,y*),V) 

i = res(g ,V). 

Also then there is an hk~Zk(gk) such that for all t~V 

~k(Zk(n(IP(Zk))oK(f*,y*),yk,t)) = hk(t). 

Now define h by 

h = {(v,{(oi' ,n(oi')(hi(v))): oi'~OP(Xi),Xi~y}): v~V*} 

and let h* = n(UO(J))oh. 

Now h~HY since hi~Hi for each Xi~y, so h*~H*. Al so. for each Xie:Y we have 

iii i i g ~G and h ~n (g ) such that! 

if A~UI(J)nIP(Xi) then n(A)ogi = n(A)og*; 

if Xj ~Y and B~UO (J) n OP (X j
) then 

n(B)oh j = n(B)oh*; 



U c= V*; 

T* n V* 1- ¢; 
'. 2 . . 

and if (Xl,XJ)E(Y) and (A,B)Ej(X1,XJ ) then 

res(TI(A)ogi,U) = res(TI(B)ohj,U). 

Thus h*En* (g*) . 

NO\v if tEU and BEOP(Z*) such that BEOP(Zi) where 'Zi EZ then 

TI(B) (s* (Z* (f*, y*, t))) 

TI(B) (sZ(z* (f*, y*, t))); 

= TI (B) (s i (z i ( TI (IP ( Z i) ) ° K ( f * , y*) , TI ( Z i) (y*) , t) ) ) ; 

= TI(B) (si(Zi(TI(IP(Zi))oK(f*,y*),yi,t))); 

= TI(B) (hi(t)) by definition of hi; 

= TICB) (h*(t)). 

Thus for tEU, s*(Z*(f*,y*,t)) = h*(t). 

Thus Z* satisfies (y*,U) the I/O specification X*. 0 

Now given an initial I/O specification XO, it is desired to be 
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able to construct a set of I/O specifications and a coupling recipe for 

this set such that the resultant of the coupling recipe approximates in 

some fashion the original I/O specification XO. 

Definition 5.10. Simple Resolutions of I/O Specifications: 

A set H not empty of I/O specifications is a simple resolution 

(J) of the I/O specification XO if and only if 

1. J is a hologenic I/O coupling recipe; 

2. Y = H; 

if X* = RES(J) , then 
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3. y* yo. , 

4. X* = X 0; 

5. G* GO. , 

6. y* = yO; 

7. H*C::Ho; 

8. n* = {(g,nO(g) n H*): ge:G*} . 

Lemma 5.11. Relations Among I/O Cotyledons for Simple Resolutions: 

If the set H not empty of I/O specifications if a simple resolu-

tion(J) of the I/O specification XO and if X* = RES(J) , then C(X*)C:: C(XO). 

Simple Resolutions of System Design Problems 

NO\v simple resolutions of system design problems, which are just 

resolutions with respect to the I/O specifications and technologies, are 

defined. 

Definition 5.12. Applicable I/O Coupling Recipes: 

The I/O coupling recipe J = (Y,j) is applicable to the set Q not 

empty of system design problems if and only if Y = {X: X = TIl(P); Pe:Q}. 

Definition 5.13. Simple Resolution of a System Design Problem: 

The set Q not empty of system design problems is a simple reso-

lution(J) of the system design problem po if and only if: 

1. J is an I/O coupling recipe applicable to Q; 

2. Y is a simple reso1ution(J) of XO = TIl (pO); 

3. if Pe:Q, T = TI2 (P) and ro = TI 2 (PO), then TC:: ro. 



Lemma 5.14. Simple Resolutions Depend Only un I/O Specifications 
and Technologies: 

If Q is a set not empty of system design problems that is a 
A 

simple resolution(J) of the system design problem pO and if Q is a set 

not empty of system design problems equivalent(e) to Q such that if 
A A A A A A 
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P'EQ, P'EQ and P' = e(P'), then X' = X' and T' = T', then Q is a simple 

resolution(]) of po. 

The Set of Next Higher Level I/O Solutions 

Note the the coupling recipe] in the definition of a simple 

resolution of a system design problem is an I/O coupling recipe. It does 

not inform us how to couple systems that are solutions of the component 

I/O specifications. The following definition establishes a link beh.'een 

the I/O coupling recipe J and a system coupling recipe to couple systems 

in the I/O cotyledons of the component I/O specifications. 

Definition 5.15. System Coupling Determined by I/O Coupling: 

The system coupling recipe determined by the set Q not empty of 

system design problems, the I/O coupling recipe] applicable to Q and 

the element UE X {C (X): X = 'IT 1 (P); PEQ} is denoted K (Q,], u) and is defined 

as follows: 

K(Q,],u) = (Z(Q,],u),k(Q,],u)) where: 

1. Z(Q,],u) {Z: Z = 'IT 1 ('IT(C(X)) (u)); PEQ}; 

2. k(Q,],u) 
1 2 .12 

{( (Z ,Z ), j (X ,X )): 

(Zl,Z2)E(Z(Q,],U))2; for each iE{1,2}, 

Zi = 'IT 1 ('IT(C (Xi)) (u)) for piEQ}. 
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Unfortunately, not every combination of solutions for the I/O 

cotyledons of the component subproblems can be coupled together to pro-

duce a meaningful solution to the I/O specification of the original 

problem. TI1e following definition restricts attention to useful combina-

tions of solutions from the I/O cotyledons of the component subproblems. 

Definition 5.16. The Engineering I/O Product: 

The engineering I/O product generated by the set Q not empty of 

system design problems and the I/O coupling recipe] applicable to Q is 

denoted EIP(Q,]) and is defined as follows: EIP(Q,]) = {u: 

1. u X {C (X): X = TIl (P) ; Pe:Q} ; 

2 . if {pI, p2} e: Q, 1 then rr3 (rr(C(X ))(u)) = rr3 (rr(C(X2)) (u)); 

3. K(Q,],u) is a regular system coupling recipe; 

4. if X* = RES(]) , Z* = RES(K(Q,],u) , K(Q,],U)), y* = {(S,y): 

S = rr l (rrl(e)); y= rr2(e); e = rr(C(X)) (u); Pe:Q} , f*e:F* and g*e:G* 

such that res (f* , T* n V*) = res (g* , T* n V*), then, for every 

Ze:Z(Q,],u), where Z = rrl(rr(C(X)) (u)) for Pe:Q, there exists 

ge:G = rr3 (x) where X rrl(P)' such that res(g,TnV) = 

res(rr(6(]))(KCQ,],u))(f*,y*), TnV) where T = rr2(Z), V = rrl(X); 

5. if Ze:Z(Q,],u), then F GIT({f: fe:F(T,P); there exists f*e:F* 

and x*e:s* such that f = rr(6(]))o(K(Q,],u))(f*,x*)}); 

6. if Ze:Z(Q,],u) and Be:6(O) then there exists be: CS(S) such that 

B = Xb and rr(B)o~ = rr(6(b))). 

The following definition describes how a solution in the I/O 

cotyledon for the original I/O specification XO is generated by a 
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given set of solutions in the I/O cotyledons of the component subprob-

lems. 

Definition 5.17. The Next Higher Level I/O Solutions: 

The next higher level I/O solution determined by ue:EIP(Q,]) , 

where Q is a set not empty of system design problems and ] is an I/O 

coupling recipe applicable to Q is denoted his(Q,],u) and is defined as 

follows: his(Q,],u) = (Z,y,U) where 

1. Z RES(K(Q,],u)); 
, 

2. Y = {(S',y'): S' = 1T I C7r
l
(e')); y' = 1T

2
(e ); e' 1T (C(X)) (u) ; 

P'e:O} . ..... , 

3. U = 1T3(1T(C(X')) (u)) for any P'e:Q. 

Definition 5.18. The set of Next Higher Level I/O Solutions. 

The set of next higher level I/O solutions generated by the set 

Q not empty of system design problems and theI/O coupling recipe ] 

applicable to Q is denoted HIS (Q,]) and is defined as follows: HIS (Q,]) 

{his(Q,],u): ue:EIP(Q,J)}. 

Definition 5.19. The EIP to HIS Mapping: 

The mapping from the engineering I/O product EIP(Q,]) to the 

set HIS(Q,]) of next higher level I/O solutions, where Q is a set not 

empty of system design problems and] is an I/O coupling recipe applic-

able to Q, is denoted T(Q,]) and is defined as follows: T(Q,]) 

= {(u,his(Q,],u)): ue:EIP(Q,])}. 
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Lemma 5.20. The Set of Next Higher Level I/O Solutions is Contained 
in the I/O Cotyledon of the Resultant I/O Specification: 

If Q is a set not empty of system design problems and ] is an 

I/O coupling recipe applicable to Q, then HIS(Q,])C= C(RES(])). 

Note that Lemmas 5.11 and 5.20 together show that if Q is a 

simple resolution(]) of the system ,design problem pO, then HIS(Q,]) 

c= C(XO) so that any element of HIS(Q,]) satisfies the original I/O 

specification. 

The Set of Next Higher Level Feasible Solutions 

Definition 5.21. Essential and Auxiliary Components: 

+ The system Z is an essential component for the implementation 

(K,K,Zs,p,~,e'A) of the system Z by the system ZT' if and only if 

+ 
1. Z EZ; and 

2. either: 

The system Z++EZ is an auxiliary component of order 1 for the 

implementation(K,K,Zs,p,~,e'A) of Z by Zr if and only if there exists 

+ + ++ 
an essential component Z EZ such that either k(Z ,Z ) ~ ¢ or 

++ + 
k (Z ,Z) ~ ¢. 

The system Z++EZ is an auxiliary component of order n for the 

implementation(K,K,Zs,p,~,e,A) of Z by Zr, where nEI(l,oo), if and only 

+ if there exists an auxiliary component Z EZ' of order n-l such that either 

+ ++ ++ + 
k(Z,Z ) ~ ¢ or k(Z ,Z) ~ ¢. 

Definition 5.22. Realistic Implementation: 

The system Z is realistically impl~mented(K,K,Zs,p,~,e'A) by the 

system Zr if and only if: 
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1. K is a regular system coupling recipe; 

2. if Z+£Z, then Z+ is an essential component or an auxiliary compo-

nent of order n, for some n£I(O,oo), for the implementation 

s r (K,K,Z ,p,~,e'A) of Z by Z ; 

3. TS = Tr; 

4. Mrs) Mrr) ; 

5. ~(OS) = ~(Or); 

6. 

7. 

8. There exists r£R(O,oo) such that p 
s 

= {(t,rxt): t£T }; 

10. A n(MO)). 

Recall that the coupling recipe J in the definition of a simple 

resolution of a system design problem is an I/O coupling recipe. It 

provides no information about how to couple systems that are solutions 

of the component I/O specifications. A previous definition has estab-

lished a link between the I/O coupling recipe J and a system coupling 

recipe to couple systems in the I/O cotyledons of the component I/O 

specifications. TIle following definition generates a system coupling 

recipe for combinations of systems in the feasibility cotyledons of the 

component subproblems from an I/O coupling recipe. 

Definition 5.23. Implementation Coupling Determined by I/O Coupling: 

The system coupling recipe determined by the set Q not empty of 

system design problems, the I/O coupling recipe J applicable to Q and the 
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element ve:X{cCX,T): Cx,T) = TIl 2CP); pe:Q} is denoted K(Q,],v) and is , 
defined as follows: K(Q,],v) = (Z(Q,],v),kCQ,],v)) 

where 

1. ZCQ,],v) = U {Z: Z = TIl (TIS(TICC(X,T)) (v)); Pe:Q}; 

2. 
+ ++? + ++ 

If (Z ,Z )dZ(Q,],v))-, then (k(Q,],v))(Z ,Z ) 

+ ++ U { + ++ . = k(Z ,Z) CA,B): Ae:MI ); Be:MO ); (A,B)e:j(X,X)}, if 

+ ++ 2 
(Z ,Z )e:(Z) for some Pe:Q whereK= (Z,k) 

TI 5 ( TI (C (X, T) ) (v) ) ; 

{(A,B): Ae:~(I+); Be:~(O++); (A,B)e:j(X I ,X2) , if Z+e:Z I and 

++ 2 I 2 . i i 
Z e:Z for {P ,P }cQ, \vhere Z1 = TII(TIS(TI(C(X ,T ))(v))) for 

ie:{I,2}, 

Note that each element in the feasibility cotyledon contains a 

subsystem that simulates a system in the I/O cotyledon. When elements 

in the feasibility cotyledons of the component subproblems are coupled 

to form an element in the feasibility cotyledon of po, it is necessary 

to be able to identify this subsystem. The following definition de-

scribes how such a subsystem is generated by the corresponding subsystems 

in the feasibility cotyledons of the component subproblems. 

Definition 5.24. The Next Higher Level Simulating Subsystem: 

The next higher level simulating subsystem ZS of the system Zr 

determined by the set Q not empty of system design problems, the I/O 

coupling recipe] applicable to Q and the element ve: X {C(X,T): (X,T) 

= TI I ,2(P); pe:Q}, where KCQ,],v) is a regular system coupling recipe and 

Zr = RES(KCQ,],v)) , is defined as follows: ZS = (Ss,Ts,ps,Fs,zs,Qs,~s) 

where 
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l. SS = {x: XESr; if P'EQ, then 7T({S+: + 5' Z EZ'})(X)ES where 
, 

5 ' Z = 7T l (7TS(e')); Z = 7T Ce'); e' = 7TCC(X',T'))(v)}; 7 

2 • T
S = Tr. , 

3. 15 {(A,a) : r 5 ' for P' EQ where 
Sl 

= AEt:. CI ); if AEI::, C1 ) Z 

s' 7T 7 (7T(CCX',T'))(v)) then a = 1 (A)}; 

4. pS X IS; 

5. FS {f: 5 s fEFCT ,P ); n s' if P'EQ and AE(I::,(I') I::,CI )), then 

7T(A) ofE7TCA) of s ' \~here Z s' = 7T 7 (7T(C(X' ,T'))(v))}; 

s r s s s 
6. z = res (z ,F X S X T ); 

7. OS {(B,b): r BEl::, CO ); if BEI::,(Os') for P'EQ where Z s' 

7T7C7T(C(X' ,T'))(v)) 
s' then b = 0 CB)}; 

8. QS X Os; 

9. 
s r 5 

~ = resC~ ,S ). 

The next higher level simulating subsystem determined by Q, ] and 

s 
v can be denoted Z CQ,],v). 

As was the case with solutions from the I/O cotyledons of the 

component subproblems, not every combination of solutions from the 

feasibility cotyledons of the component subproblems can be coupled 

together to produce an element of the feasibility cotyledon of the orig-

inal problem. The following definition restricts our attention to useful 

combinations of solutions from the feasibility cotyledons of the compo-

nent subproblems. 
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Definition 5.25. The Engineering Feasibility Product: 

The engineering feasibility product generated by the set Q not 

empty of system design problems and the I/O coupiing recipe] applicable 

to Q is denoted EFP(Q,]) and is defined as follows: EFP(Q,]) = {v: 

1. vsX{C(X,T): (X,T) = 'lTl,2(P); PsQ}; 

2. if u = {(C(X,T) ,'lTl,2,3('lT(C(X,T)) (v))): PsQ} , then USEIP(Q,]); 

3. ther~ exists rVsR(O,oo) such that, if PsQ; e = 'IT(C(X,T))(v), 

P = 'lTs(e) , T
S = 'lT2 ('lT7 (e)) , then p = {(t,rVxt): tsTS}; 

4. if PEQ and 'IT(C(X,T)) (v) = (Z,y,u,zr,K,K,Zs'P,~~e,~), then Z is 

realistically implemented(K,K,Zs,P,~,e,~) by Zr; 

5. 

6. 

K(Q,],v) is a regular system coupling recipe; 

r* s* if Z = RES(K(Q,],V),K(Q,],V)) and Z is the next higher level 

r* s* s* + simulating subsystem of Z ,if (f, x) sF X S ,PsQ, Z sZ 

+ n s = 'lT l ('lT5 (e)) and AE6(1) 6(1), then 

'IT(A)o (K(Q,],V)) (f,x)E'lT(A)oFs , where FS 'lT4 ('lT 7(e)) and 

e = 'IT(C(X,T)) (v)}. 

The following definition specifies how an element in the feasi-

bility cotyledon from the original problem is generated by a given set 

of solutions in the feasibility cotyledons of the component subproblems. 

Definition 5.26. The Next Higher Level Feasible Solution: 

The next higher level feasible solution determined by vEEFP(Q,]) , 

where Q is a set not empty of system design problems and] is an I/O 

coupling recipe applicable to Q, is denoted hfs(Q,],v) and is defined as 

follows: r s hfs(Q,],v) = (Z,y,U,Z ,K,K,Z ,p,~,e,~) where: 
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1. (Z,!/,U) = his(Q,],u) where u is the engineering I/O element 

associated with V; 

2. K = K(Q,],v); 

3. K is the coupling function of the regular system coupling 

recipe K; 

4. Zr = RES(K,K); 

5. ZS is the next higher level simulating subsystem of Zr determined 

by Q, ] and v; 

6. p = {(t,rVxt): tETs } where rV is the cornman change in time units 

for the implementation associated with V; 

7. 11 { -I s} 
(f,TI(~(T))ofOp ): fEF ; 

8. e s + + {(x,w): XES; \vES; w = {(s',e'(TI({s: Z EZ'})(X))): 

S' = TIl (Z'); z' = TIl(e'); e' = TIIO(e'); Z' = TIl (TI5 (e')); 

e' = TI(C(X' ,T')) (v); P'EQ}; 

9. A = TI(~(O)). 

Definition 5.27. The Set of Next Higher Level Feasible Solutions: 

The set of next higher level feasible solutions generated by the 

set Q not empty of system design problems and the I/O coupling recipe. ] 

applicable to Q is denoted HFS(Q,]) and is defined as fo11O\vs: HFS(Q,]) 

{hfs(Q,],v): vEEFP(Q,])}. 

Definition 5.28. The EFP to HFS Mapping: 

The mapping from the engineering feasibility product to the set 

of next higher level feasible solutions determined by the set Q not empty 

of system design problems and the I/O coupling recipe] applicable to Q 



is denoted =CQ,J) and is defined as follows: =CQ,J) 

{Cv,hfs(Q,J,v)): v£EFP(Q,J)}. 

Lemma 5.29. =CQ,J) is ltol: 

=CQ,J) is ltol. 

The follo\'iing lemma shows that if Q is a simple resolution (J) 
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of the system design problem pO, then any element of HFS(Q,]) belongs to 

the feasibility cotyledon of the problem pO. 

Lemma 5.30. The Set of Next Higher Level Feasible Solutions is 
Contained in the Fea£ibility Cotyledon of the Resolved Problem: 

If Q is a set not empty of system design problems that is a 

simple resolutionC]) of the system design problem po, then 

The Next Higher Level Merit Ordering Extensions 

Definition S.3l. The Next HigherLevel Merit Ordering Extensions: 

The next higher level merit ordering extensions to HFS(Q,]) 

determined by the merit orderings a', 8' and y', respectively, where Q 

is a set not empty of system design problems, ] is an 1/0 coupling recipe 

applicable to Q, a' and S' are the feasibility extensions, respectively, 

of Ct' and 13', Ct' = 7T3 (P'L [3' = 7T4 CP')' y' = 7TS CP') and P'£Q, are 

denoted a'CQ,]), S' CQ,]) and y'CQ,]), respectively, are are defined, 

122 
respectively, as follows: if Cw ,w )£(HFSCQ,J)) and for idl,2}, 

i -1 i i ) C i) I v = C=CQ,])) Cw) and 'e = 7TCC(X', T' ) v ,t1en: 

C ~, (Q, ]) ) C wI , w 2) = a' C e 1 , ,e 2 , ) ; 
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- 1 2 - 1 2 CSICQ,j))(\oJ ,w) = slCe I,e I); 

- 1 2 1 2 Cyl CQ,j)) (w ,w ) = yl (e I,e I). 

~1eri t Orderings Useful in Forming Simple Resolutions 

It may frequently occur that a simple resolution of a system 

design problem has been obtained and it is desired to change the merit 

orderings on the component subproblems. This is done in order to make 

the induced merit ordering on the set of next higher order feasible solu-

tions more closely approximate the merit ordering yO from the original 

system design problem po. i Since the system test plans V for iEI[I,N] 

are logically linked with the merit ordering yi, this may require revising 

the system test plans also. The follO\oJing two theorems give some specific 

sets of merit orderings that can be used in forming new simple resolutions 

without revising the test plans. For this reason they are often useful 

in proving add~tional results. 

The first theorem determines a new simple resolution by changing 

the merit orderings on the component subproblems to null orderings. In 

the next chapter it is shown that this produces one example of a special 

type of resolution called an ideal resolution. The second theorem deter-

mines a new simple resolution by choosing the merit orderings on the 

component subproblems to specify a two-level ordering on each feasibility 

cotyledon ccxi.ri) for iEI[I,N]. In this ordering, each element of a 

feasibility cotYledon is either optimal or non-optimal with no further 

distinction among the e·lements. In the next chapter it is shown that this 

produces an example of a type of resolution called a strong resolution. 
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Theorem 5.32. Simple Resolutions Determined by Simple Resolutions: 

If the set Q not empty of system design problems is a simple 

resolution(J) of the system design problem po, then Q is a simple reso

Iution(J) of pO where Q is tlefined as follows: Q is equivalent(e) to Q 
A " " . such that if PEQ,PEQ and P e(P), then 

x = X, T = T, 

6. = no(CC.X)); 

S = no(CCT)); 

Y = no(Ccx,"r)); 

V = V. 

Proof 

1. Q is a set not empty since Q is equivalent(e) to Q and Q is a 

set not empty. If PEa and P = e(P) then: 

" A 

(1.1) X X so X is an I/O specification; 

(1.2) T = T so T is a technology; 

(1.3) a = no(CCX)) so aE0CC(X)); 

(1.4) S noCC(T)) so SE0(CCT)); 

(1.5) y = no(C(X,T)) so YE0(CCX,T)); 
A A 2 

if (a,b)E(C(X,T)) such that a < b then a < b or a < b. 
a x S a S 

But this is impossible since a no(C(X)) and 

no(C(T)) . 
A A ~ 

Thus y is a tradeoff between a and S; 

(1.6) V = V so that: 

(1.6.1) 8 is a test tolerance ordering for X, T and 
A 

since 8 = 8 implies: 



Thus 

Thus 

Thus 

Thus 

A 

V is 
A 

P is 
A 

Q is 
A 

Q is 
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(1.6.1.1) 8 is an equivalence relation among the 

elements of C(X,T) since 0 is an 

equivalence relation among the elements 

of C(X,T) and X = X and T = T; 

(1.6.1.2) ~(C(X,T),8) is a finite set since 

~(C(X,T),o) is a finite set; 

(1.6.1.3) if Ds8(C(X,T),y) then D {a} for some 
A A 

element asC(X,T) so there exists an 

EsNC (X, T) ,8) such that DC:: E. 
A A 

(1.6.2) d = d so that d is a function defined over 

a system 

a system 

test 

A A A A 

FTI(X,T) since X = X and T = T and if w = 

(v,zl'eal,Kl'eal,e.)SFTI(X,T) and Zr = 'lT
4

(v) , then 

2(w) = (i,j,k) where: 
A 

(1.6.2.1) is~(C(X,T),o) since iE~(C(X,T),o) and 
A A A 

X = X, T = T, and 0 = 0; 

(1.6.2.2) jS{O,l}; 

(1.6.2.3) ks{O,l}. 
"- A "-

plan for X, T and y. 

design problem. 

a set not empty of system design problems. 

a simple reso1ution(J) of pO by Lemma 5. 14 . 0 

Theorem 5.33. A Simple Resolution Determined by a Simple Resolution: 

If Q is a set not empty of system design problems that is a 

simple resolution(J) of the system design problem po and if v*EEFP(Q,J) 
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such that w* :: hfs(Q,],v*) is the unique optimum in HFS(Q,]) with respect 

to the ordering res (yO, (HFS(Q,])) 2), then Q is a simple resolution (]) of 

po where Q is defined as follows: a is equivalent(~) to Q such that, if 
~ ~ ~ 

P'£Q, P'£Q and P' = e(P'), then: 
~ 

X' :: X' . , 

T' . , 

{((i,j),k): (i,j)£(C(X,))2; kdO,l); k I if and only if k - j or 

j :: TIl 2 3(TI(C(X' ,T'))(v*))}; , , 
8' :: {((i,j),k): (i,j)E:(C(T,))2; kdO,I}; k I if and only if i j or 

j :: TI4 5 6(TI(C(X' ,T'))(v*))}; , , 
y' { ( (i , j ) , k): (i , j ) d C (X' ,T' ) ) 2; k dO, I}; k :: 1 if and on 1 y if i :: j 

or i_ < _ j, or j :: TI(C(X' ,T'))(v*), where ~, and S' are the 
a'x ~, 

feasibility extensions of ~, and 8', respectively 

Proof: 
~ 

The set Q is not empty since Q is not empty. 

That each r'dl is a system design problem is a consequence of the 

following deductions corresponding to the conditions required by Defini

tion 4.16: Let P'£Q be the system design problem in terms of which P' 

is defined as in the statement of the theorem; that is, P' :: e(P'), then: 

1. X, is an I/O specification since X' :: X'. 

2. ~, is a technology since ~, :: T'. 

3. ~'£8(C(X')), by Lemma 2.13. 

4. 8'£8(C(T')) by Lemma 2.13. 
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5. y' EEl (C (X' ,T')) and y' is a tradeoff bet\~een ~, and S', by Lemma 

2.17, where, in the notation of the lenuna, C = C(X'), D = C(T'), 

E = C(X',T'), e* =. 'IT(C(X',T'))(v*), f = 'lTl 23 and g = 'lT4 5 6' , , , , 
6. That 5, is a system test plan for X', T' and Y' is a consequence 

of the following deductions corresponding to the conditions 

required by Definition 4.14: 

(6.1) That 8' is a test tolerance ordering for X', T' and Y' is 

a consequence of the following deductions corresponding 

to the conditions required by Definition 4.13: First, 

since V' = V', by the definition of P', ~, = 0' and so 

g 'EEl (C (X' ,T' )) = El (C eX' ,T')), since X' = X' and T' = T'. 

Furthermore: 

" (6.1.1) 0' = 0' is an equivalence relation among the 

elements of C(X,},) = C(X',T'). 

(6.1.2) <P(C(X' ,T'),8') = <P(C(X' ,T'LO') is a finite set. 

" (6.1.3) If DEclJ(C(X',T'),y'), it must be shOlm that there 

exists EE<P(C(X',T'),8') such that DeE. First 

of all there exists ~'EC(X',T') such that 

D = {;,}, because, if {a,b}e D and a ~ b, then 

" " 
y' 

" y' (a, b ) = y' (b , a) = 1. By the definition of Y', 

there are only four cases to be considered: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii ) 

a ,< ,b and b ,< ,a; 
;::. ;::. A A 
axj3 a x j3 

a ,< ,b and a = 'IT(C(X' ,T'))(v*); 
~ ~ 

a x j3 

b = 'IT(C(X' ,T'))(v*) and b_,<_,a; 
" " a x j3 
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(iv) b = TI(C(X' ,T'))(v*) and a = TI(C(X' ,T'))(v*). 

Case i is impossible by Lemma 2.08. In Case ii, if a = TI(C(X' ,T'))(v*), 

then &'(b,a) = 1 = §'(b,a), by the definitions &' and g,; this contra-

dicts the Case ii assumption a ,< ,b; hence Case ii is impossible. Case 
" ;:: ax S 

iii is impossible by exactly the same argument with a and b interchanged. 

Of course, in Case iv, a = b, which violates the assumption that a ~ b 

implicit in the hypothesis that {a,b} CD. Hence there exists v'EC(X,T') 

such that D = {~,}. Since, C(~',~') = U ¢(C(i',~'),~'), by Lemma 2.20, 

there exists EE<jJ(C(i',~'),8') such that ~'EE. Then D = {~'}c E. 

,/'\. A" " 
Hence 8' is a test tolerance ordering for X', T' and y'. 

(6.2) Since V' = V', ~, = X', ~, = T' and 8' = 8' , 
A 

then V' 

satisfies the Conditions 2, 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 of Definition 

4.14. 

A A A " Hence D' is a system test plan for X' , T' and y' . 

" Hence P' is a system design problem. 
A 

Hence Q' is a set not empty of system design problems. 

That a is a simple resolution(J) of pO is a consequence of the 

follO\oJing deductions corresponding to the conditions required by Defini-

tion 5.13: 

" 1. J is an I/O coupling recipe applicable to Q because J is an I/O 

coupling recipe applicable to Q, by Definition 5.13, Condition 1, 

since Q is a simple resolution (J) of po, by assumption and hence y 

{X': X' = TIl (P'); P'EQ}, by Definition 5.12; 

{i':~' TIl (P'); P'EQ}, because X' = X' for every P'EQ and 

P'Ea.. 
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A 

Hence J is an I/O coupling recipe applicable to Q. 

2. Y is still a simple resolution(J) of XO = TIl (pO). 

3. If PIEQ, yl = TI2 (PI) and TO = TI2 (PO) , then ylC= TO, since T' = T', 

by assumption for PIEQ, and T'C= TO, by Definition 5.13, Condi-
A 

tion 3, since Q is a simple resolution(J) of pO. Hence Q is a 

simple resolution(J) of pO. 



CHAPTER 6 

RESOLUTION OF A SYSTEM DESIGN PROBLEM 
WITH RESPECT TO MERIT ORDERINGS 

In this chapter, resolutions of a system design problem with 

respect to the relationships between the merit orderings for the system 

design problems in Q, where Q is a simple resolution of a system design 

problem po, and the merit orderings for po are discussed. The product 

ordering generated by the orderings for the system design problems in Q 

should resemble, in some fashion, the original merit ordering yO for po. 

Three types of resolutions with respect to merit orderings are 

discussed: ideal resolutions, strong resolutions and perfect resolutions. 

Illustrations of how these types of resolutions may occur are given, and 

relationships among them are established. 

Definition 6.01. Ideal Resolution of a System Design Problem for 
Merit Orderings: 

The set Q not empty of system design problems is an ideal reso-

lution(]) of the system design problem pO with respect to merit orderings 

if and only if: 

1. Q is a simple resolution(]) of pO; 

2. res (yO, (HFS (Q,])) 2) is a tradeoff among the orderings in the set 

{y(Q,]): y(Q,]) is the next higher level extension to HFS(Q,]) 

of y = nS(P); PEQ} , where yO = nS(PO). 
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An ideal resolution is a resolution in which the product ordering 

generated by the orderings over the feasibility cotyledons of the compo-

nent subproblems never asserts that a is better than b, where a and bare 

elements of the feasibility cotyledon of the original system design problem 

p~, unless the original merit ordering yO for po also asserts that a is 

better than b. Thus in an ideal resolution the product ordering generated 

by the orderings on the component subproblems does not give any false 

information, i.e., it would not lead one to make a wrong decision. 

However, an ideal resolution may be very uninformative. All we 

are requiring the product ordering to do in an ideal resolution is to 

avoid providing any false information, and this can easily be achieved by 

providing little or no information. For example, if Q is a simple reso-

lution of po, then changing the merit orderings for the system design 

problems in Q to null orderings provides an ideal resolution of po as 

will be seen in Theorem 6.0S. 

Thus we would like to have some types of resolutions in which the 

merit orderings are more informative than in an ideal resolution. 

Definition 6.02. Strong Resolution of a System Design Problem for 
Merit Orderings: 

The set Q not empty of system design problems is a strong reso-

lution(J) of the system design problem pO with respect to merit orderings 

if and only if: 

1. Q is a simple resolution(J) of po; 

2. ifvEEFP(Q,J) suchthatforeachPEQ,7f(C(X,T))(v) is the unique 

optimum in C (X, T) wi th respect to y, where (X, T) = 7f I 2 (P) and y = 7T 5 (P) , , 
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then hfs(Q,J,v) is the unique optimum in HFS(Q,J) with respect 

to res(yO, (HFS(Q,J))2), where yO = 7f
S

(pO). 

A strong resolution is a resolution such that if the ordering for 

each component problem has a unique optimal element, then the element in 

HFS (Q,J) corresponding to the coupling of the optimal elemen'ts from the 

component problems is the unique optimal element in HFS(Q,J) with respect 

to the original ordering yO restricted to (HFS(Q,J))2. 

Thus strong resolutions can be useful in determining optimal 

elements of HFS(Q,J). However, they do not necessarily provide any kind 

of ranking for nonoptimal elements, even to compare solutions which are 

near optimal versus very poor solutions. This can be a serious dra\vback 

since often we may only be able to achieve near optimal solutions. 

Definition 6.03. Perfect Resolution of a System Design Problem for 
Merit Orderings: 

The set Q not empty of system design problems is a perfect reso-

lution(J) of the system design problem po with respect to merit orderings 

if and only if: 

1. Q is a simple resolution(J) of po; 

2. DEC(7f({y(Q,J): y(Q,J) is the extension to HFS(Q,J) of 

y = TIS(P); PEQ}) = DEC(res(yO, (HFS(Q,J))2)) where yO = TIS(PO). 

A perfect resolution is a resolution in which the product order-

ing generated by the extensions of the orderings for the component 

subproblems to (HFS(Q,J))2 has the same decision set as the ordering yO 

for the original problem restricted to (HFS(Q,J))2. The product ordering 
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for a perfect resolution resembles very closely the original ordering yO. 

It only fails to distinguish the difference between elements being equiva-

lent and elements being incomparable. Thus it would be preferable to 

construct perfect resolutions whenever possible. Unfortunately perfect 

resolutions may often fail to exist. 

The following resul t shows that given Q a simple resolution (J) of 

the system design p~oblem pO such that there is a unique optimal element 

in HFS(Q,]) \vith respect to res(yO, (HFS(Q,]))2) then the merit orderings 

for the system design problems in Q can always be modified to produce a 

strong resolution(]) of pO. 

A particular strong resolution(]) of pO is constructed. The 

construction of this resolution requires knowledge of the particular 

V*EEFP(Q,]) such that w* = hfs(Q,],v*) is the unique optimum in HFS(Q,]) 

with respect to res(yO,(HFS(Q,]))2), i.e., prior knO\vledge of the optimal 

solution and its associated components is required. 

Theorem 6.04. A Strong Resolution Determined by a Simple Resolution: 

If Q is a set not empty of system design problems that is a 

simple resolution(]) of the system design problem pO and if V*EEFP(Q,]) 

such that w* = hfsCQ,],v*) is the unique optimum in HFS(Q,]) with respect 

to the ordering res (yO, (HFS (Q,])) 2), then Q is a strong resolution CJ) of 
A A 

pO where Q is defined as follows: Q is equivalent(e) to Q such that, 
A A A 

if PIEQ, PIEQ and pI = e(pl), then: 
A 

X, = X" , 
A 

T' = T '; 
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a' {((i,j),k): (i,j)dC(X,))2; kdO,I}; k=l if and only if i=j or 

j = 7TI 23 C7T (C(X',T'))(V*))}; , , 
13' {((i,j),k): (i,j)s(C(T,))2; kdO,I}; k=l if and only if i=j or 

j = 7T4 5 6(7T(C(X' ,T'))(v*))}; , , 
y' {((i,j),k): (i,j)s(C(X',T,))2; kdO,l}; k=l if and only if i=j, 

or i_ < _j, or j = 7T(C(X', T')) (v*), where ~, and S' are the 
A A 

a'xS' 
feasibility extensions of a' and §, respectively; 

A 

V' V'. 

Proof: 

That Q is a strong resolution (J) of pO is a consequence of the 

following deductions corresponding to the conditions required by Defi-

nition 6.02: 

1. Q is a simple reso1ution(]) of po, by Theorem 5.28. 

2. Clearly from the definition of Q, EFPCQ,]) = EFP(Q,]) , 

HFS(Q,]) = HFS(Q,]) and if v£EFP(Q,]) then hfs(Q,],v) 

= hfs(Q,],v). 

Thus, in particular, V*SEFP(~,]) and w* = hfs(Q,],v*) and w* is 

A ° A 7 
the unique optimum in HFS (Q,]) with respect to res (y, (HFS (Q,])) -) . 

NO\v suppose that ~*SEFP(Q,]) such that for each P'sQ if 

v*' = 7T(C(X' ,T')) (v*) then ~*' is the unique optimum in C(X' ,T') with 

respect to y,. 
Now y' (a,7T(C(X' ,T'))(v*) = 1 for all asC(X' ,T'). 

= 7T(C(X',T'))Cv*) for each P'sQ and so ~* = v*. 

A 

Thus, v*' 

Thus v*' = 7T(C(X',T'))(v*) for each P'sQ and so ~* v*. 
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Thus hfs(Q,],~*) hfs(Q,],v*) and so hfs(Q,],v*) is the unique 

optimum in HFS(Q,]) with respect to res(yO, (HFS(Q,]))2). Thus, Q is a 

strong resolution(]) of pO. 0 

Often it is desirable to base merit orderings on a function 

defined on a cotyledon, for example the cost of a system in the cotyledon, 

the reliability of a system, etc. Such a function will be called a figure 

of merit. 

Definition 6.05. Figures of Merit: 

The set of figures of merit over the I/O cotyledon C(X) is denoted 

FOM(C(X)) and is defined as follows: FOM(C(X)) 

= {~: ~ is a function; ~(~) = C(X)}. 

The set of figures of merit over the technology cotyledon Ccn 
is denoted FOM(C(T)) and is defined as follows: FOM(C(T)) 

= {~: ~ is a function; ~(~) C (T)} ; 

The set of figures of merit over the feasibility cotyledon 

C(X,T) is denoted FOM(C(X,T)) and is defined as follows: FOM(C(X,T)) 

= {~: ~ is a function; ~(~) = C(X,T)}. 

The following theorem shows that if Q is a simple resolution (J) 

of pO, if there is a unique optimum in HFSCQ,]) with respect to yO and 

if yO is determined by a figure of merit ~o on C(XO,TO) then figures of 

merit can be induced on C(X',T') for each P'EQ such that the merit 

orderings based on these figures of merit provide a strong resolution of 
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Construction of these induced figures of merit requires knowledge 

of the unique optimum in HFS(Q,]) with respect to yO and of the mapping 

from EFP(Q,]) to HFS(Q,]). 

Theorem 6.06. Construction of a Strong Resolution by Means of Figures 
of Merit: 

If the set Q not empty of system design problems is a simple 

resolution(]) of the system design problem pO, if yO is determined by the 

figure of merit CE.FOM(C(XO, TO)) such that r(C) R[O,l], if, for each 

P'E.Q, y' is determined by the figure of merit ~' {(a,b): aE.C(X' ,T'): 

bE.R[O,l]; b=O if EFP(Q,]) n(n(C(X',T,)))-l(a) = ¢; b = sup{C(w): 

\vE.HFS(Q,]); w = hfs(Q,],v); VE.EFP(Q,]) n(n(C(X',T,)))-l(a) if 

EFP(Q,]) n(n(C(X',T,)))-l(a) ~ ¢}, and if there exists w*E.HFS(Q,]) that 
? 

is an unique optimum with respect to res(yO,(HFS(Q,]))-), then Q is a 

strong resolution(]) of pO. 

Proof: 

1. Q is a simple resolution(]) of pO, by assumption. 

2. Let v*E.EFP(Q,]) where w* = hfs(Q,],v*) and suppose there exists 

a ~E.EFP((),]) such that for each P'E.(), n(C(X',T'))(v) is the , -
unique optimum in C(X',T') with respect to y'. Let ~ = 

hfs(Q,],~). If ~ := v* then w := \v* and so hfs(Q,],~) is the 
') 

unique optimum in HFS(Q,]) With respect to res (yO , (HFS(Q,]))-). 

Suppose ~ ~ v*. Then since for each P'E.Q, n(C(X' ,T'))(~') is the 

unique optimum in C (X', T') there exists pjE.Q such that 

yj(n(C(Xj,Tj))(~), n(C(Xj,Tj))(v*)) = O. Thus 
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~j(n(C(xj,rj))(V*)) < ~j(n(C(xj,rj))(v)). TI1erefore by defini

tion of ~j we have 

sup{C(\\1); wSHFS(Q,])' w = hfs(Q,],v); 

v sEFP ( n ,]) n n (pj ) -1 ( n ( C (X j , r j )) (v *) ) } -
< 

sup{C(w): wsHFS(Q,]), w = hfs(Q,],v); 

vsEFP (Q,]) n n (pj) -1 (n (C (X
j , r j )) (~) )} . 

But \v*sbv: \vsHFS(Q,]) , \v = hfs(Q,],v); 

vsEFP(Q,]) nn(pj)-l(n(C(Xj ,rj )) (v*))} since w* = hfs(Q,], v*) 
. 1 " 

and v*s{v; vSEFP(Q,J)nn(pJ)- (n(C(XJ,rJ )) (v*))}. 

Thus ~j(n(C(xj,rj))(v*)) > ~O(\\1*). 

But ~O(\\1*)':: sup {~O(\v); wSHFS(Q,]) , \\1 = hfs(Q,],v); 

vsEFP(Q,]) nn(pj)-l(n(C(xj,rj))(v))} since w* is the unique 

optimum with respect to res(yO,(HFS(Q,]))2). Therefore 

~j(n(C(xj,rj))(v*) ~ ~j(n(C(xj,rj))(v)) which is a contradiction 

of the definition of pj. 
A 

Thus v must equal v*. 

Therefore, Q is a strong resolution(]) of po. 0 

The following result establishes a simple correspondence between 

ideal resolutions and decision sets for merit orderings. 

Theorem 6.07. Ideal Resolutions in Terms of Decision Sets: 

If the set Q not empty of system design problems is a simple 

resolution(]) of the system design problem po, then Q is an ideal 

resolution(]) of po with respect to merit orderings if and only if 

DEC (n (y (Q,]): PsQ}) c: DEC (res (y ° , (HFS (Q,])) 2)) . 
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Proof: 

Let Q be a simple resolution(J) of po. 

1. Suppose Q is an ideal resolution(J) of po with respect to merit 

orderings. Let (a,b)E:DEC(nCy(Q,J): PE:Q}). ll1en a < b. 
n{Y(Q,J): PE:Q} 

TI1en a < b since pes(yO,(HFS(Q,J))2) is a trade-
pes (y ° , (HFS (Q,J)) 2) 

off among the orderings in the set {Y(Q,J): PE:Q}. ll1us 

(a,b)E:DEC(pes(yO,(HFS(Q,J))2)). TI1erefore 

DEC (n{ Y (Q,J): PE:Q}) c::. DEC (pes (yO, (HFS (Q,J)) 2)) . Then if 

2 
(a,b)E:(HFS(Q,J)) and ,a _ < b then a < ? b. 

n{Y(Q,J): PE:Q} pes(yO,(HFS(Q,J))-) 

2. Suppose DEC(n{y(Q,J): PE:Q})c::. DEC (pes (y'o, (HFS(Q,J))2)). Thus 

pes(yO,(HFS(Q,J))2)) is a tradeoff among the orderings in 

{y (Q,J): PE:Q}. 

Therefore Q is an ideal resolution (J) of po with respect to 

merit orderings. 0 

The following result establishes that given a simple resolution(J) 

of a system design problem po, the merit orderings for the component 

problems can always be changed to obtain an ideal resolution. The 

proof constructs one ~uch ideal resolution but the merit orderings for 

this ideal resolution are trivial and no real information is obtained 

from the product merit ordering. 
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If the set Q not empty is a simple resolution (J) of the system 

design problem pO, then Q is an ideal resolution(J) of P with respect to 

merit orderings where fr is defined as follows: fr is equivalent(e) to Q 

such that if Pd>.., 1\:Q and P = e(P), then: 

" X = X; 

" T = T; 

a = no(C(X)); 

i3 no(C(T)); 

" y = no(C(X,T)); 

" V V. 

Proof: 

By Theorem 5.28 Q is a simpl e resolution (J) of pO'. NO\,' 

DEC(TI{y(Q,J): PEQ) = ¢. Thus trivially DEC(TI{~(Q,J): PEQ}) 
° " 2 c= DEC(res(y ,(HFS(Q,J)) )). Thus by Theorem 6.07 Q is an ideal 

resolution(J) of pO. 0 

The following theorem shows that ideal resolutions are always 

strong resolutions. This seems surprising in view of the fact that we 

have observed earlier that strong resolutions gave information about the 

optimum solution while we have seen that ideal resolutions can be unin-

formative. Due to the form of the definition of a strong resolution, 

these ideal resolutions turn out to be strong resolutions because of 

failure to satisfy the hypothesis in condition (2) for the definition 

of a strong resolution. However, if an ideal resolution does satisfy 
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this hypothesis then it is informative in the sense of identifying the 

unique optimal solution. 

Theorem 6.09. An Ideal Resolution is a Strong Resolution: 

If the set Q not empty of system design problems is an ideal 

resolution(J) of the system design problem pO with respect to merit 

orderings and if v*EEFP(Q,J) such that n(C(X,T)) (v*) is the unique optimum 

in C(X,T) with respect to y, then Q is a strong resolution(J) of pO with 

respect to merit orderings. 

Proof: 

Since Q is an ideal resolution(J) of po, then Q is a simple 

resolution (J) of pO.· Assume vEEFP(Q,J) such that v ~ v*, and let 

v' = n(C(X',T'))(v) for each P'EQ. Let w* = hfs(Q,J,v*) and let 

\." = hfs(Q,J,v). Then, if P'EQ, it fo11O\."s that y' (v' ,v*') = 1. Also 

since v ~ v* there is a P'EQ such that v' ~ v*' and then since v*' is 

the unique optimum in C(X',T') with respect to y', it follows that 

y' (v*' ,v') = O. Thus, if P'EQ, then y' (w,w*) = I and there is a P'EQ 

such that y' (w*,w) = O. 

Then, if Q = {pI ,p2 , ••• ,pn}, it must be that w < 
1 2 _n 

yxy x •.. x y 

\.,,* • 

Then, since Q is an ideal resolution of po, it follows that w < w*. yO 

But vEEFP(Q,J) was arbitrary so that w < w* 
yO 

for all wEHFS(Q,J) such 

that w ~ w*. Then w* is the unique optimum in HFS(Q,J) with respect 

Thus Q is a strong resolution(J) of pO. 0 
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The next result establishes a class of ideal resolutions for 

merit orderings. Assuming that yO is determined by a figure of merit ~o 

and for each pI sQ, y I is determined by a figure of meri t ~' it provides 

sufficient conditions for ~o in order that Q will be an ideal resolution 

with respect to merit orderings. 

Theorem 6.10. A Class of Ideal Resolutions for Merit Orderings: 

If the set Q not empty of system design problems is a simple 

resolution(]) of the system design problem pO, if yO is determined by a 

figure of merit CsFOM(C (XO, TO)), if for each pI sQ, y I is determined 

by a figure of merit ~'SFOM(C(X' ,T'n, and £sFCX {(P' ,r(~')): 

P'sQ},increasing,R) such that C(w) = £({(p',~'('IT(C(X',T'))(v)); 

(X' ,T') = TIl 2(P'): P'e:Q}) for every \..;e:HFS(Q,]) and ve:EFP(Q,]) such that , 
w = hfs(Q,],v), then Q is an ideal resolution(]) of pO with respect to 

merit orderings. 

Proof: 

That Q is an ideal resolution(]) of pO with respect to merit 

orderings is a consequence of the following deductions corresponding to 

the conditions required by Definition 6.01: 

1. 

2. 

Q is a simple resolution(]) of po by hypothesis. 

o? -Let u = res(y ,(HFS(Q,]))-) and for each Pe:Q, let w(P) = Y(Q,]), 

the next higher level extension to HFS (Q,]) of y = TIS (P). Then 

u is determined by g = res(~O,HFS(Q,])). And for each P'e:Q, 

w(P') is determined by f(p') = {(w,~' ('IT(C(X' ,T') ((=:(Q,]))-l (\v)))): 

wsHFS(O,])}, because, if (w l ,w 2)dHFS(O,]))2 then W(P')(w l ,\,,2) - -
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~'(Q,J)(WI,W2), by definition of w; 

= y' (7T(C(X' ,T') ((~(Q,J)) -1 (wI)), 7T(C(X', T')) (C:~(Q,J)) -1 (w 2))), 

by Definition 5.27; 

1 if and only if (f(P'))(w l ); 

~'(7T(C(X',T') ((~(Q,J))-I(WI))), by definition of f(p'); 

~ ~'(7T(C(X',T')) ((~(Q,J)-I(w2))), by Definition 2.10 since y' 

is determined by ~' by hypothesis; 
? = (f(P'))(w-). Hence wept) is determined by f(p'). Also, if 

WEHFS(Q,J), then g(w) 

~o(w), by definition of g; 

= l({(P',~' (7T(C(X',T'))(v))): P'EQ}), by hypothesis where 

w = hfs(Q,J,v); 

-1 
l({(p' ,~' (7T(C(X' ,T'))((::(Q,J)) (\v)))): P'EQ ), by the 

Definition 5.24 of ::(Q,J); 

l({(P' ,(f(P'))(w)): P'EQ), by the definition of f(P). 

Hence v = res(yO, (HFS(Q,J)) 2) is a tradeoff among the orderings 

in the set {wept): P'EQ} 

{~' (Q,J): ~'(Q,J) is the next higher level extension to 

HFS(Q,J) of y = 7T 5 (P'); P'EQ}, by Lemma 2.26. 

Hence Q is an ideal resolution(J) of po with respect to merit 

orderings. 0 

It has been seen that ideal resolutions for merit orderings have 

the useful property that they do not provide any false information when 

comparing elements in HFS(Q,J). However, it has also been noted that 

some ideal resolutions satisfy this trivially by providing little or no 
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information for decision making. Thus, it would be preferred to consider 

only ideal resolutions that provide the maximal amount of information. 

The fo11O\ving theorem establishes the existence of maximal resolutions 

in a ~lass of ideal resolutions. 

Theorem 6.11. Existence of Maximal Resolutions Ideal for Merit 
Orderings: 

If the finite set Q not empty of system design problems is a 

simple resolution(J) of the system design problem pO, if the set R of 

sets of system design proplems is defined as follO\vs: 

{a· A 

R = .... Q is a set not empty of system design problems equivalent(e) 
A A A A 

Q such that if Pe:Q, pe:Q and p = e(P), then X = X, T = T, and 
A A 

to 

V = V; Q is an ideal resolution (J) of pO with respect to merit 

orderings , 

if W is defined as follows: W 

2 
{((Q',Q"),c): (Q',Q")e:(R) ; cdo,l}; c=1 if and only if: if P'EQ' 

-1 and P"EQ" and P" = (e") (e' (P')), then 

DEC (IT ry' (Q' ,J): P' EQ'}) c= DEC (IT {y" (Q" ,J): P"EQ"})} , 

then: 

wEG(R) and 

there exists Q*ER that is maximal with respect to w. 

Proof: 

1. Clearly R t ¢ by Theorem 6.09. Now if Q'ER, then w(Q' ,Q') = 1. 

Alsoif{Q',Q",Q"'}c=R such that W(Q',Q") :: I and w(Q",Q"') = I 

then 



DECcn{y'CQ' ,]): P'£Q'})c= 

DECcn{y"cQ",]): P"£Q"}) and 

DECCn{y"CQ",]): P"£Q"})C= 

DECCTI{y'" CQ"' ,]): p"'£Q"'}) so 

DECCTI{y' CQ',J): P'£Q'}) c= 

DECCTI{y "' CQ"' ,]): pII' £Q"'}) • 

Thus wCQ', Q"') = 1. 

Therefore w£8CR) 
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1 2 ..J1 
2. Suppose Q= {P ,P , ... ,~}. Let B be a linearly ordered subset 

° ° 
in R and define Q by Q = 

01 02 ° 
{p , P , ... ,pn} \"here for id[l,n], 

such that CXi, i) = TIl 2Cpi) and \"here , 
° . i i °i °i °i °i pI Cx , T ,ex , S , y , V ) 
° . I 
ex = 

i noCCCX )); 
i noCC(T )); 

i i 2 
For (a,b)£(CCX ,T )) 

° . 
yICa,b) = 1 if and only if there is a Q+£B such that for all 

Q£B such that w (Q+, Q) = 1, 

i Y Ca,b) 1 

°i 
Y Ca,b) o otherwise; 

i i 
(8 ,d ) where 

i i 2 { (( a , b ), 1): ( a , b ) d C (X ,T )) }, 

{ (\'1, (C CXi , Ti) , 1, 1) ): w£FTI CXi , Ti)} . 

(2.1) Then for i£I[l,n]. 

(2.1.1) XCi is an I/O specification; 
o· 

C2.1.2) T I is n technology; 
0' • 

C2.1.3) ex 1£8(C(XI )); 



(2.1.5) 

(2.1.6) 
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iii 
Suppose asC(X ,T). Then y (a,a) = 1 for all 

°i QsB. Thus y (a, a) = 1. Nmv suppose 

{a,b,c} 

°i 
Y (b, c) = 1. ll1en there is a Q

1 
EB such that, 

i Y (a,b) 1 for all QEB such that w(Q1,Q) = 1 

i and there is a Q2EB such that y (b,c) = 1 for 

all QEB such that w(Q2,Q) = 1. But B is a 

linearly ordered subset so either W(Q1,Q2) 1 

In either case there is a ~EB such that for all 

i 
QEB such that w(O ,0) = 1, Y (a,b) = 1 and 
~ -+ .... 
i y (b,c) 1. Thus, for all Q.EB such that 

i 
w(~,Q) = 1, Y (a,c) = 1. Thus, by definition 

0-

yl(a,c) = 1. 

0i 0-
Thus y (a,b) = 1 and y l(b,c) = 1 implies 

0-

y l(a,c) = 1. °i 
Therefore y is an ordering on 

i i 
C (X ,T ); 

0- 0 0 

(2.1.5.1) Now by definition of a 1 and 61 

there is no pair (a,b)E(C(X i ,Ti ))2 

such that a < b so 
o-
yl is a 

ll-
a l x 

ll-
61 

tradeoff bet\veen 
oi 

and 
lli 

by default. a 6 

iii 
Clearly V is a system test plan for X ,T and 
0-

I 
Y • 



Thus for every iE:I[l,n], pi is a system design problem. 
o 0 

Thus Q is a set not empty of system design problems and Q is 

cl~arly a simple resolution(J) of pO. 

° ? 
3. Now assume that (a,b)E(HFS(Q,J))- such that a < b. 

15 1 52 on 
y x y x ... xy 

Then for iE:I[l,n], ~i(n(C(Xi,f-))(a), n(c(x:i,f-))(b)) = 1 and 

there is a jE:I[l,n] such that ~j(n(c(xj,rj))(b), 

n(C(Xj,rj))(a)) = O. Then for each iEI[l,n] there is a ~+£B 

such that yi(n(C(xi,ri )) (a), n(C(Xi,ri))(b)) = 1 for all Q£B 

such that Cl.l((). ,Q) = 1. Then since B is a linearly ordered 
-1+ 

subset there is a ~d(). : i£I[l,nJ} such that Cl.l(Q. ,Q*) = 1 
~+ 1+ 

for iE:I[l,n]. Then for all iE:I[l,n],yi(n(C(Xi,ri))(a)' 

n(C(Xi,ri))(b)) = 1 for all QE:B such that Cl.l(Q*,Q) = 1. 

-1 -2 -n Thus Y xy ... xy (a,b) = 1 for all QE:B such that Cl.l(Q*,Q) = 1. 
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NO\~ yj (~(C(xj, r j )) (b), n(C(Xj , r j )) (a)) = 0 implies there is no 

~£B such that yj(n(C(Xj ,rj))(b), n(C(Xj ,rj))(a)) = 1 for all 

Q£B such that Cl.l(~, Q) = 1. Thus there is a Q**E:B such that 

Cl.l(Q*,Q**) = 1 and yL(n(C(X\rj))(b), n(C(X\rj))(a)) = o. 
-j 

Thus y** (b, a) = O. But Cl.l(Q*, Q**) = 1 implies that 

-1 -? -n 
y**xy;*x ... xY**(a,b) = 1. Thus a_I -2 < -n b. 

y~*xy ** ... xy ** 
But Q**£B implies Q** is an ideal resolution(J) of po so that 

a < 
-1 -2 -n 
y * * xy * * x ... xy * * 

b implies a < b. 
o 
Y 

o 

Thus a < b impl ies a < b so that Q is an ideal 
-1 - 2 -n 0 
000 y 
y x y x" 'Xy 

° resolution(J) of po and that Q£R. 
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+ {±I +2 +n + 2 4. NO\~ let Q = V,P , ••. p }EB such that (a,b)dHFS(Q,])) and 

+1 +2 +n -I -2 -n (a,b) EDEC(y x yx ... xy ). Then (a,b) EDEC(y x yx ... xy ) for 

+ all QEB such that w (Q ,Q) 1. 

(4.1) Then for iEI[I,n], 

yi(n(C(xi,ri )) (a), n(C(Xi,ri))(b)) = I for all QEB such 

that W(Q, Q) = I. 

(4.2) Also for all QEB such that w(Q,Q) = I there is a 

j(Q)El[l,n] such that yj(Q)(n(C(Xj(Q),rj(Q)))(b), 

n(C(Xj ([), r j (Q))) (a)) = O. 

Thus for iEI[I,n] 

~i(n(C(Xi,ri))(a), n(C(xi,ri )) (b)) = 1 by definition of ~i. 

Now suppose that ~i(n(C(Xi,ri))(b), n(C(Xi,ri))(a)) = 1 for all 

iEI[l,n]. °i TIlen for all iEI[l,n] by definition of y we have that there 

exists a Qi+EB such that for all QEB such that w (Qi+' Q) = 1 \~e have 

iii i i Y (n(C(X ,r ))(b), n(C(X ,r ))(a)) = 1. Then since B is a linearly 

ordered subset there exists Q*dQI+,Q2+"" ,~) such that w(Qi+,Q*) = 1 

for all iEl[I,n]. 

(4.3) Then for all QEB such that w(Q*,Q) 1 we have 

iii i i Y (n(C(X ,r ))(b), n(C(X,r ))(a)) 1 for all iEI[I,n]. 

Now since B is a linearly ordered subset then either w(Q+,Q*) = 1 

In either case there is a Q**EB such that w(~,Q**) = 1 

iii i i Then by (4.3) y**(n(C(X,r ))(b), n(C(X,r ))(a)) = 1 

for all iEI[I,n]. 

But by (4.2) there is a jEI[I,n] such that y1*(TI(C(x
j
,r

j
))(b), 

n(C(Xj,rj))(a)) = O. Thus the assumption that ~i(n(C(Xi,ri))(b), 
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n(C(Xi,ri))(a) = 1 for all i£I[l,n] leads to a contradiction. TI1erefore 
0· •• • • 

there must be a j£I[I,n] such that yJ(n(C(xJ,rJ))(b), n(C(XJ,rJ)(a)) = o. 
°i Therefore we have y (a,b) for all i£I[l,n] and ~j(b,a) = O. 

01 '02 on 
Thus a < b and so (a,b)cDEC(y xy x ... xy). 

~l ';;2 ~n 
Therefore 

y x y x ... xy 

(a,b)£DECC'Px~2x ... x tn) implies (a,b)£DEC(~lX~2x ... x~n). Thus 

+1 +2 +n '01 '02 On 
DEC (y xy x ... xy ) c::: DEC (y xy x ... xy ). Thus w( Q, Q) = 1. 

But Q was arbitrary in B so a is an upper bound for B. Also B ~as 

an arbitrary linearly ordered subset in R. Thus every chain in R has an 

upper bound. Therefore by Zorn's Lemma, R has a maximal element with 

respect to w. 0 

Now some results concerning perfect resolutions with respect to 

merit orderings are established. 

The following theorem shows that a perfect resolution is ah'ays 

an ideal resolution. 

Theorem 6.12. Perfect Resolutions are Ideal for Merit Orderings: 

If the set Q not empty of system design problems is a perfect 

resolution(J) of the system design problem po with respect to merit 

orderings, then Q is an ideal resolution(J) of po with respect to merit 

orderings. 

Proof: 

Let Q be a perfect resolution(J) of po with respect to merit 

orderings. Then by Definition 6.03: 

1. Q is a simple resolution(J) of po; 
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2. DEC(n{y(Q,]): Y(Q,]) is the extension to HFS(Q,]) of y = TISCP); 

PEQ}) = DEC(res(yO,(HFS(Q,]))2)). Thus if (a,b)E(HFS(Q,]))2 such 

that a < b then a < 2 b. Therefore 
TI{y(Q,])} res(yO(HFS(Q,])) ) 

res(yO,(HFS(Q,]))2) is a tradeoff among the orderings in the 

set {y(Q,]): PEQ}. 

Thus Q is an ideal resolution(]) of pO with respect to merit 

orderings. 0 

The following result establishes a class of perfect resolutions 

for merit orderings. Assuming that yO is determined by a figure of merit 

t;, ° and for each pI EQ, y' is determined by a figure of merit t;, lit provides 

sufficient conditions for t;,0 to satisfy so that Q will be a perfect 

resolution with respect to merit orderings. 

Theorem 6.13. A Class of Perfect Resolutions for Merit Orderings: 

If po is a system design problem, if N is a set not empty such 

that yO = n{wCn): nEN} where, for each nEN, w(n)E8(C(XO,TO)) and is 

determined by t;,°(n)EFOM(C(XO,TO)) , if Q = {pen): nEN is a simple 

resolution(]) of po such that for each nEN, yen) is determined by 

° -1 E;,(n)EFOM(X(n),T(n)) and res(t;, (n),HFS(Q,])) = t;,(n)OTI(C(X(n),T(n))o=(Q,]) , 

then Q is a perfect resolution(]) of pO with respect to merit orderings. 

Proof: 

Let (a,b)E(HFS(Q,]))2 and for all nEN let a(n) and ben) denote 

TI (C (X (n) ,T (n))) (= (Q,]) -1 (a)) and TI (C (X (n) ,T (n)) (= (Q,]) -1 (b)) respectively. 
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1. Suppose that (a,b)EDEC(TI{y(n) (Q,J): nEN}). Then for all neN, 

(y(n)) (a(n),b(n)) = 1 and there exists a jEN such that 

(y(j))(b(j),a(j)) = O. Then since for all nEN, yen) is deter-

mined by ~(n) we have for all nEN 

(~(n))(a(n)) ~ (~(n))(b(n)) and in particular 

(~(j))(a(j)) < (~(j))(b(j)). 

Thus for all nEN 

(~O(n))(a) = (~(n))(a(n)) 

< (~(n))(b(n)) 

(C (n)) (b) . 

Also (~O(j))(a) = (~(j))(a(j)) 

< (r, (j ) )(b (j ) ) 

= (C(j))(b). 

Therefore for all nEN (w(n))(a,b) = 1 and (w(j))(b,a) = O. 

Thus a < b. 
n{w(n): nEN} 

Thus (a,b)EDEc(n{w(n): nEN}). 

2. Suppose that (a,b)EDEC(n{w(n): nEN}). Then for all nEN, 

(w(n)l (a,b) = 1 and there exists a jEN such that (w(j))(b,a) = O. 

Then since for all nEN, wen) is determined by ~O(n) we have for 

Then for all nEN 

(~(n))(a(n)) = (~O(n))(a) 

< (~O(n))(b) 

(~ (n) ) (b (n) ) 

so (~(n))(a(n)) ~ (~(n))(b(n)). 



Also (~(j))(a(j)) (~O(j))(a) 

< (~::(j))(b) 

(~(j)) (b(j)) 

so (~(j))(a(j)) < (~(j))(b(j)). 

Then since for all nEN, yen) is determined by ~(n) we have 

(y(n))(a(n),b(n)) = 1 and (yU)) (b(j),a(j)) = O. 

Thus a < b. 
TI{y(n) (Q,]): nEN} 

Therefore (a,b)EDEC(TI{y(n) (Q,]): nEN}). 
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Thus DEC(TI{y(n) (Q,]): nEN}) = DEC(res(TI{w(n): nEN},(HFS(Q,]))2)). 

Therefore Q is a perfect resolution(]) of po with respect to merit 

orderings. 0 



CHAPTER 7 

ILLUSTRATION OF THE RESOLUTION OF A SYSTHI DESIGN PROBLEM 

The following example illustrates the resolution methodology 

applied to a specific problem. This example spans most of the metho

dol?gy; however, it involves varying levels of rigor, particularly in 

demonstrating what is necessary in some of the more complicated steps. 

It should be noted that the methodology is intended for the 

design of large-scale systems. However, any demonstration of its use 

in large-scale systems would introduce a great amount of complicating 

detail, obscuring the general steps in the process. Thus it is demon

strated only on a small, simple problem even though it may appear that 

it is not necessary to use such a complicated methodology for such simple 

problems. 

This example illustrates the follO\<Jing concepts in T3SD. 

1. I/O specification. 

2. Technology; 

3. Merit orderings for the I/O cotyledon; 

4. Resolution of the I/O specification into component I/O specifi-

cations; 

S. Determining an I/O coupling recipe; 

6. Finding an element in the engineering I/O product (EIP); 

7. The system coupling recipe determined by the I/O coupling recipe; 
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8. Finding a next higher level I/O solution from an element in the 

engineering I/O product; 

9. Finding an element in the engineering feasibility product (EFP); 

10. Constructing a next higher level feasible solution from an 

element in the engineering feasibility product. 

The client wishes to have a system which will implement the func-

2 1/3 tion g where g = {(x,(sin x) ): xER}. 

It is necessary to define a system design problem P 

The I/O specification will be X = (V,X,G,Y,H,n) where 

v IIO,co); 

X RU ¢; 

G F(V,X); 

Y=RU¢; 

H F(V,Y); 

(X, La, i3, y) . 

n { (g ,H): gEG}. By the definition of n all the output traj ec-

tories are acceptable for any input trajectory. Note that 

this matching function is very broad, conveying little about 

what the system is to do. Essentially, all information about 

performance \"ill be placed in the merit ordering. 

The technology will be T = {Z: Z is a system}. 

The merit ordering for the I/O cotyledon will be determined by 

running system experiments and from that finding the I/O figures of merit 

as average values of I/O performance indices. Each system experiment 

will consist of an input trajectory f, an initial state x and a time t. 
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The system will then be evaluated according to its performance over the 

time interval T[a,t). 

Following are several typical performance indices: 

The requests for service performance index is: ~ a l(f,x,t) ex, . 

= {w: WE[a,t), few) f cjl}. This index counts the number of requests for 

service during a system experiment. 

The service termination performance index is: 

~ a 2 (f ,x, t) { (u, r , v,s): rd [0, t) ex, . 

s = {min[g(u)-~(z(f,x,s,))]2: s'Err,t]: 
5 ' 

u = f(r),u f cjl; v = ~(z(f,x,s))}. 

This index retains those outputs v at time s which come closest to the 

desired value of the function feu) for the input u at the time r. 

The grade of service performance index is: 

~ l(f,x,t) = ex, 

(#~ex,a.2(f,x,t): (g(u)-v)2~la-5) 
#~ a l(f,x,t) ex, . 

if #~ a l(f,x,t) f a ex, . 

1 if #~ a l(f,x,t) a. ex, . 

This index determines the fraction of satisfactory responses per request. 

Here 10- 5 indicates an acceptable level of error. 

The expected speed of service performance index is 

l;a. , 2 ( f , X , t) = 
L{s-r:(u,r,v,s)E~ex,a.2(f,x,t)} 

? -5 
(#~ex,a.2(f,x,t): (g(u)-v)-~la ) 
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t otheT\'Jise. 

This index determines the average speed for acceptable answers. It takes 

the sum of the response times divided by the total number of satisfactory 

responses. 

The accuracy of service performance index is 

r,; 3(f,x,t) Ct.,. 
E{(g(u)-V)2: (u,r,v,s)Er,;Ct.,O.2(f,x,t)} 

#r,;Ct.,O.2(f,x,t) 

if r,; 0 2(f,x,t) ~ 0; Ct., . 

o if r,; 0 ?(f,x,t) = o. Ct., ._ 

This index determines the average accuracy of responses to requests. It 

uses a sum of squared errors to weight accuracy. Now we must resolve the 

SOP P into a set Q of system design problems. First we will resolve the 

I/O specification X into component I/O specifications Xl' X2, and X3, 

each of which represents \.,rhat a particular part of the function g does. 

Let Xl = X over i = 1,2,3. Thus the I/O specification for each 

subproblem is the same as the I/O specification for the original problem. 

This is possible because the I/O specification X in this case carries so 

little information about the problem. Define an I/O coupling recipe 

J = (Y,j) according to Figure 8. 
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i.e., u is a set consisting of systems, each of which satisfies a dif-

ferent one of the component I/O specifications. These systems will then 

be connected together according to a coupling recipe derived from the one 

above to produce a resultant system. For iE{1,2,3}, Zi' Yi' and Ui are 

as follows: For each is{I,2,3} let 

y. 0; 
1 

z. (S.,T.,P.,F.,z.,Q.,r;;.); 
1 III 111 1 

s. = R' 
1 

, 

T. 1[0,00); 
1 

P. R U ¢; 
1 

Zi(f,x,t) = x if t = 0; 

v.(z(f,x,t-1),f(t-I)) if t > 0; 
1 

where if P t ¢ then 

vI (x,p) 
2 

= P ; 

sin p; 

( ) 1/3. v3 x,p = P , 

otherwise v. (x,¢) = x 
. 1 

~. = w the identity mapping. 
1 



NOIoJ J 

... Al X Bl .... A2 X2 82 .... 1 ..... 

Figure 8. I/O coupling recipe. 

(y,j) where y 

j(X l ,X2) = cp; 

j(X1,X3) cp; 

j(X3 ,Xl ) cp; 

j(X3 ,X2) = (A3 ,B2); 

j(X3 ,X3) cp; 

j(X2 ,X1) (A
2 

,B
l
); 

1.:;-1 

X* 

... A3 X 83 ... 
-JIll'" 3 -,.. 

The idea behind this coupling recipe is that it is intended to have one 

system produce the function X2, a second system the function sin X and a 

1/3 1· (. X2)1/3 third X to resu t In sIn . 

Now an element in the Engineering I/O product EIP(Q,J) is selected: 



Note that the system Zl wi 11 produce the function 

1/3 the function sin x and Z3 will produce x . 

2 x , Z2 will produce 

Now the system coupling recipe K(Q,],u) determined by the I/O 
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coupling recipe] and the EIP element u is given by Figure 9. Note how 

K is determined directly by the I/O coupling recipe ]. 

Now 

Z* 

... Al Zl Bl ... A2 Z2 B2 
... 

A3 Z3 B3 ... ~ ~ 

Figure 9. System coupling recipe determined by an I/O 
coup1 ing red pe. 

K(Q,],u) = (Z(Q,],u) ,k(Q,],u)) where 

Z(Q,],u) {Zl,Z2,Z3} and k(Q,],u) is defined by 

k(Zl,Zl) ¢; 

kC Z
1,Z2) ¢; 

k(Zl,Z3) ¢; 

k(Z3,Zl) = ¢; 

k(Z3,Z2) (A3,B2); 

k(Z3,Z3) ¢; 

....... ... 
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Now the next higher level I/O solution for X* = Res (J) determined by u 

is defined by his(Q,],u) = (Z*,y,U) where 

Z* (S*,T*,P*,F*,z*,Q*,s*) where 

S* = SlX S2 XS3 ; 

T* 1[0,(0); 

P* = R-, 

F* = F(I[O,oo),R); 

z*(f,x,t) 

Q* = R; 

2 1/3 (f (0), sin xl ,x2 ) if t = 1; 

(f2(1), sin f 2 (0),(sin Xl)1/3) if t = 2; 

= (f2(2), sin f 2(1),(sin f2(0))1/3) if t 3-, 
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u* = 1[0,00) 

This next higher level I/O solution is just the system obtained 

by coupling together the systems in u using the system coupling recipe K. 

Since it couples systems which satisfy the individual I/O specifications, 

the resultant system satisfies the resultant I/O specification, i.e. Z* 

should belong to C(X). 

Now we will use systems from the technology. Assume ZT1' ZT2' 

and ZT3 are in the technology, accept real numbers x as inputs and gener-

2. d 1/3 . 1 TI h . 1 ates x , SIn x an x respectIve y. len t ese systems Slmu ate 

(00,00,00,00) the systems Zl' Z2 and Z3 respectively where 00 denotes the 

identity mapping. Then the element 

VE: X {C(X, T): (X, T) = 'TTl 2 (P); PE:Q} , 

where v is defined by 

Thus v consists of the X product of systems which are in each of the 

individual feasibility cotyledons. These systems can then be coupled to 

produce an element in the feasibility cotyledon of the original system 

design problem. 

Note that Ki = ¢ for each i since ZT1' ZT2 and ZT3 are obtained 

directly from the technology rather than by building them from other 

systems in the technology. 

Now since each Ki = ¢, then the implementation coupling recipe 
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determined by v will be the same as the system coupling K(Q,],u) except 

for ZTi replacing Zi' 

Now this v belongs to the engineering feasibility product 

EFP(Q,]). 

Now the next higher level feasible solution determined by 

vEEFP(Q,]) is hfs(Q,],v) = (Z,y,U,Zr,K,K,Zs,p,u,e,tJ where 

r 
(Z,y,U) = his(Q,],u); Z = Z*; 

K = K(Q,], v) 

K is the unique solution to the set of equations 

i.e. the first component of K is the input f, the second component of K 

is the output from ZT1' and the third component of K is the output of 

ZT2' I"here 

Z 
fETI(UI(K(Q,],v))oF ; 

p,~,e,~ are each the identity mapping. 

Now this hfs(Q,],v) determined by coupling the systems comprising 

v, gives one element in the feasibility cotyledon for the original 

problem. 



It still remains to define figures of merit a., S. and y. for 
111 
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iEI[1,3] for each component SDP Pi and then extend these to figures of 

merit for HFS(Q,J). Then the relation of these extensions to the figures 

of merit a, Sand y for P should be examined to determine whether the 

client's desires are being accurately represented by the orderings on 

the component subproblems. 

It should be noted that a lot of effort has been expended in 

examining this simple problem. Yet there is still a large amount of work 

remaining. The problem of defining figures of merit in the component 

subproblems and extending these to HFS(Q,J) has not been thoroughly 

developed. 

Many of the constructs used in determining our solution hfs(Q,J,v) 

have been glossed over. For instance only Condition 1 of the 6 condi-

tions used in defining what an engineering I/O product is (Definition 

5.10) was looked at in stating that uEEIP(Q,J). Furthermore, the equa-

tions for determining the coupling function K have only been stated and 

not solved. Similar comments hold for the next higher level simulating 

s subsystem Z and the next higher feasible solution definition. 



CHAPTER 8 

SU~~ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this report an extension of the Tricotyledon Theory of System 

Design has been examined with respect to resolving a system design problem 

into several component system design subproblems. Theoretical results 

obtained have emphasized connecting systems which are solutions of the 

individual system design subproblems to obtain a solution of the main 

system design problem. Also emphasized were the relationships among the 

merit orderings for the component system design subproblems and the merit 

orderings for the master system design problem. 

T,,,o areas are evident which require further theoretical results. 

Firstly, results involving the resolution of the system test plan into 

system test plans for each of the component system design subproblems 

need to be integrated into the theory. Secondly, hierarchical results 

need to be obtained to indicate how further resolution of each component 

system design subproblem into additional component system design sub

problems will affect the properties of the resultant system; that is, 

are strong resolutions of strong resolutions also strong resolutions and 

other similar questions need to be answered. 

However, what seems to be most critical is the need for some 

realistic sample applications. It is relatively easy to understand the 

concepts in the theory and to see how they could apply to practical 

140 
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system design problems. It is also fairly easy to apply the methodology 

in a nonrigorous manner to define system design problems and examine 

possible solutions. However, to justify the existence of the mathematical 

theory as opposed to just the methodology, some applications should be 

established which demonstrate how the definitions and theorems can be 

applied in a rigorous manner. Unfortunately, there seems to be a prodi

gious amount of labor required to follow the theory strictly even in the 

case of small sample problems, much less for a large-scale practjcal 

system design problem. 
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